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Lpio.caildPe:ple WGamein
Seen&Heard NASA's Space Monkey Dies $5,000
In Shell Mr.
Early Today After Reentry
Around
Murray

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 160

FIRST GROUP
. . . OF SOLDIERS IN
LEAv
WITHDRAWAL
ES TODAY

.
Two Calloway County women
have won $5,000 in the She
4
-Olin Company's "Mr. President"
By EDWARD INOUYE
experiment was ended after the
HONOLULU (UPI) — Bonny, monkey failed to respond t o
Mrs. Polly Campbell and -Miss
America's space monkey, died signals aboard the Biosatellite
Wertd population is increasing early today
Mary Stein of Murray Route
after being brought III space capsule.
at the rate of 180,000 people per back from orbit
Two, both school teachers, won
Monday on the
"His lack of response was inday It is estimeted that by the ninth day
of a scheduled month- terpreted to indicate a slugg- the $5,000 in the nationwide
year 2,000 the population of long mission to
promotional contest. The winn
determine
conallowed
the
ishness
to
if
which
the United States will be be- physical
effects of a long space tinue, could have led to serious ing coins were obtained at 641
tween 2100 and 360 million and voyage.
Super Shell on South 12th
deterioration," Wilson said.
that of the world seven billion
Street.
The terse National Aeronaulaunched
Bonny
from
was
The world population will be tics and
The two played the game toSpace
Administration
28
into
June
Kennedy
Cape
more than double the present
statement said only that an ex- weightless orbit 225 to 245 miles gether and were one: of ten or
figure.
tensive autopsy had been start- above the earth. NASA scien- eleven such winners in the ened
immediately on the 14-pound tists said he would have to stay tire nation and one of three it
It teat from the beginning of
the St. Louis district.
ringtail monkey.
up at least 15 days for the
time to the present day to get
Mrs. Campbell is in the nurs
The little space traveler died flight to be a full success.
Word has been received o
about three billion people on
ing department at Murray State
in a specially constructed inthe death of Brack Sanford, Jr.,
the earth. In less than forty
University
and Miss Stein tea- of
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
response to the withdrawal of
tensive care unit moments after
Sheffield, Ala., formerly of
years, it will double.
ches in TriglinCoenty.
SAIGON (UPI) — The first of some American troops.
midnight Hawaiian time. The
Murray, who died suddenly of a
Charles Mason Baker, local
25,000 U.S. soldiers being withThe Viet Cong and North
NASA
announcement
came
heart attack on Monday about
Taapeyers will foot the bill for
distributor for Shell Oil said.
drawn from Vietnam left for Vietnamese shelled 27 towns
some 90 minutes later.
noon.
walkway. and stairs to the
that he was highly pleased that
home today and Allied military and Allied camps overnight but
Bonny was taken from his
Sanford, age 47, was a gradgraves of John and Robert KenCalloway County had a winner
officials predicted a new wave followed only one with a ground
space ship snortly after it
uate
of
Murray
State
University
nedy im the amount of 8257,- splashed
of Communists in the coming attack as the lull in heavy
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Belling of such a large prize.
down in rainswept seas
where he played football. He
800. The Kennedy family plans 25 miles north of the island of and children, Ronald, age 12,
weeks.
ground combat continued
was
with
a
plastic
company
in
on spending 8419,200 on a me- Kauai.
The officials said the battle its third week.
Denise, age 10, and Renee, age
Sheffield.
morial to which the walkways
lull was designed by the ComAllied military officials said
NASA scientists pulled him eight, will leave Thursday after
The deceased was the son of
and stairs will lead.
munists to real their.men and the Communists were now reback 21 days early from space spending a week with her feBrack Sanford,Sr. who was
to give the impression that they supplying and being reinforced
after he gicriVecTi deteriorinin-I-A:her and stepmother, Mr. and
with the Tennessee Valley AuWilliam Penfield explains how physical condition.
were de-escalating the war in for a -third phase" of their
Mrs. Janet Hough, former thority here for many years.
A lower Mrs. W. R. Hall, College Farm
the term "kill with kindness" b.,dy temperature was blamed Road.
school food service supervisor
summer
offensive
in
the
Survivors
include
his
wife,
Canute
M.
Jackie
Draco
Athabout.
was an
came
at Murray State University, hen he former Louise Turner,
next few weeks when the monon a combination of "low mewho
enian legislator who, in 621 tahalim and a capsule temperBelling is an aeronautical en- accented the position as die- )wned and
soon rains come to most of
operated a beatify
B.C., drew up a code of laws attire on the low side of the gineer with the Lockheed Com- tician at the Benton
Vietnam.
Municipal ihop in Murray for many years,
that by later standards was ex- temperature limits."
pany at Campbell, California, Hoepital.
The officials thereby joined
his father, Breck Sanford, ,Sr.,
tremely cruel.
The Murray woman succeedi and a stepdaughter,
President
Nguyen Van Thleu of
Rut h NASA spokesman had near San Francisco.
for
teem
party
agers
Peggy, of
A swim
Although he and his laws
Enroute here their itinerary Miss Sunshine Colley who ha$ Red Bay, Ala.
been optimistic that the monkey
at the Oaks Coun- Saigon in dismissing reports
held
will
be
have been severely criticized
Jackie M. Canady, son of Mr. try Club on Friday, July 11, that the lull was a serious sign
suffered no injuries in reentry included Hoover Dam Bryce been serving in the position foe
Funeral services will be held
through the centuries, Draco
Canyon Park, Grand Canyon, the past two years.
that the Communists were ready
and Mrs. Mason Canady, 38.17 from seven to ten p.m.
or recovery.
Wednesday
at
two
p.m.
at
the
was a popular man in his time.
Miss Colley retired in 1.987 Brown's Funeral Home,
Alma Drive, Memphis, Tenn., Each member may invite one to scale dawn the fighting.
Charles Wilson, project man- Painted Desert, Petrified ForShef
It was a custom in Greece
ager for NASA's Ames Research est, and a visit with relatives as Area Specialist in Foods and field, with burial in a cemetery formerly of Murray, is now
for an audience to applaud by
(Continued on Page Eight,
Nutrition from the University there.
serving with the U. S. Army in non -member guest.
Laboratory in Sunnyvale, Calif., in Truman, Ark.
standing and waving caps and
They
will
leave
'Thursday for of Kentucky, stationed in MarRepubtic
VietSaigon,
of
in
the
scheduled an afternoon news
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gillard Ross,
cloaks. Great applause was exconference here concerning the Fort Wayne, Ind., to visit there shall County.
W. P. Russell, and Ty Holland nam.
pressed by tossing the caps and
before
taking
the
northern
Prior to entering the service,
project at 4 p.m. EDT.
are among those who plan to atcloaks at the person being aproute through the United States
OUTLAND CEMETERY
was employed at the
Canady
Experiment Is Ended
tend
the
funeral
in
Sheffield.
plauded.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Wilson said the $92 million to their home in Campbell.
It is said that Draco was moThe annual meeting will be,
Canady's mother is the forNOME FOR DOG
thered to death in a theater at
held at thhe Outland Cemetery
mer owner and operator of the
Aegina when an enthusiastic
on Wednesday, July 16.
Kut & Kurl Beauty Salon here
audience threw caps and cloaks
and his father had a body shop
on him.
A person has a dog that she on Murray Route Five. They
ONE CITED
The legend is the basis for the
will give to someone with a moved to Memphis about six
Plans for a 12,3'70 square foot
is in charge of stores in this
phrase, "to kill with kindness."
One person was cited fit , country home. For information mnths ago.
Kroger supermarket to be built area.
, speeding on Monday by eas call 753-6005 between four and
The address of Canady is as at Murray Shopping Centel
Construction is scheduled to
Card tram Miss Paznelarparland
Murray Police Department.. • jail P-mfollows:
were announced today by S. E
who is on a trip abroad. "I unsoon, with completion set
begin
Jackie M. Canady
Hungerford. Mr. Hungerford is
derstand so much that before
RA 12967563, 243rd Field SVC vice president of the retail food for the summer of 1070.
Plans for the new More are
would never have been possCo., APO 96236,
firm's Memphis Division, which
complete, and it will be dpsignible", she says. The card was
San Francisco, (Init.
from Pans, France. She's right.
ed throughout for pleasant, conWhen you go overseas and meet,
venient shopping, Mr. Hungersee and talk with the folks over
ford said.
there, your understanding of
Facilities for protectiOn- of
Four persons were injured in suffered a fractured patella, was
their problems is clearer. A two different accidents in Mur- admitted to the Murray-Calloquality of perishable products
person's scope and horizons are ray and Calloway County on way County Hospital where she
The old Johnny Reed home
(Continued an Palm Eight)
lifted by seeing how big the Monday. Two s5f the injured is listed in fair condition this
Miss Janice Garland, daugh- in Hamlin was struck by lightnworld is.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gar- ing Sunday and was a total loss.
persons were hospitalized.
(Continued on Pees Eight)
Perfect attendance of the
The first accident occurred at
Following the barbecue other land, 1623 College Farm Road, The occupants of the home,
Pamela will enter medical 10:30 a.m. at the intersection of
1944 graduating class of Kirk- members of the class who had Murray, was scheduled to un- Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Yarbrough
school this fall, and is taking a 12th and Chestnut Streets, acsey High School was reported started with the class but mov- dergo surgery today at the Jew- and their two year old daughwell earned rest this summer. cording to the accident report
at the 25th reunion held Satur- ed to other 'schools dropped by ish Hospital, Louisville.
ter, were away from the borne
She has been a top student at filed by the investigating officThe Murray girl entered the at the time
day evening at the home of Mr to visit with the group.
MSU.
and Mrs. Joe Pat James on the
Anyone desiring to give donaers of the Murray Police DePunch Eyid the cake iced in hospital on Monday.
For those who wish to send tions to the family may do so
Doran
Road.
partment.
white with a blue "K" and b,lass
Eddie H. Billington, Route 1,
James, a member of the class, of 1944 on it was served by Mr. her cards or letters her address by .contacting Woodrow Bury
That lightning last night was
Injured were Mrs. Joe Ed Kirksey, has recently become
is Miss Janice Garland, Roast at Hamlin or Gus Yarbrough of
enough to convert most any- (Juanita) Pritchett, age 30, of a Life Member of the American and his wife served a barbecue and Mrs. James .
Dexter Route One, her husband, Polled Hereford Association, ac- supper to the members and
oody.
Class menibers and their hus- 335, Third Floor, Jewish Hos- Murray, Route Five.
age 29, and their son, Leon, cording to an announcement their wives or husbands on the bands and wives present were pital, Louisville, Ky.
Lady the dog was all shook up age eight.
Mr. and Mrs Sam Myers (Mildfrom the beef bgeed associat- patio of their home.
Preparations are in their finOn display was the 1944 gra- red Marine) of Benton, Mr. and
Mrs. Pritchett whose mother,. ion's national headquarters in
ever the lightning, thunder and
al stages. _for the big Murray
duating class picture from the Mrs. Vernon Cohoon (Billie
wind and scratched on the side Mrs. John Buchanan, passed a- Kansas City, Mo.
Calloway County Fair to be held
of the bed. We had to reassure way at 9:40 a.m. on Monday,
Some 5,000 cattlemen have entrance hall of the Kirksey Jones) of Louisville, Miss MalJuly 14-19 at the Jaycee Fairher. To put it bluntly, she did
joined the American Polled School, now a grade school since vena Harris of Mayfield, Mr.
grounds on the Murray-Mayfield
The Murray Fire Department
not care for that display at all.
Hereford Association in t h e the consolidation of Calloway and Mrs. Blake Blankenship (No- was
A battery was reported 'stol- highway, according to John
called
Monday
at
10:35
p.
County
High
School
in
1960.
va Lee Swift) of Lansing, Mich.,
past year, more than reported
4long with the picture James Mrs. Frances Hughes Hall of m. to the home of Mrs. Pat en from a 1967 Ford Custom Youngennan, Fair Board presiDid inake a fellow feel rather
by any other association.
Tinsley on Woodlawn Avenue 500 owned by James (Jiggs) dent.
puny
There are more than 35,000 had his diploma and class ring Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Joe WilThe week long affair will feaFiremen said the lightning Lassiter that was parked on the
on
display.
liford (Wanda Lawson) of MurThe Calloway Fiscal Court Dwners and breeders of Polled
ture
a large midway, exposition
lot
had
of
run
Lee's
in
Upholstery
on
the
television,
Shop,
Special
stereo
music
of songs ray Route One, Mr. and Mrs.
We miss the holly hocks there
will meet tonight at 8:00 o'clock Herefords in the U. S. The nat- popular in the 1940's
but the fire was out on arrival 104 South 13th Street, over the center, cattle and agriculture
was
playby Mrs. Kelley's place on South to discuss
Burkeen
Workman)
J
W.
(Roxie
the proposed utility urally hornless Polled Here- ed throughout the evening.
shows, contests, and other funweekend.
Pic- of Nashville, Tenn., Major and of the firemen.
Fourth. This is the first year in tax of three
fords are the only major breed
per cent.
The
events. This years event,
Murray
filled
The
firemen
Police
were
Depart
back
at
tures
were
made
and
the
group Mrs. Nelson Williams of Washmany that they have not come
Both the County School Board of livestock to originate in the enjoyed an
merit were notified of the theft recognized as the largest in the
the station by 10:55 p. m.
evening
of
reminiscup.
Mrs.
Ted
and
D.
C.,
ington,
Mr.
and the City School Board United States, starting with 11 ing and telling each
on Monday at 4:45 p. m.
Purchase area, will be the tenth
other of Lawson of Murray, and Mr. and
handed resolutions to the court head in 1901.
annual Murray-Calloway County
their
lives
since
their
high Mrs. James.
In the PX a shiny new second at their regular
meeting last
Fair.
school graduation.
lieutenant was standing in front Tuesday requesting that the
The fair will get into full
of a cigarette machine, going court levy the three per cent
swing Monday, July 14, with
through his pockets looking for tax on all utility bills in the
exhibitors bringing everything
the right change. Just then a city and county.
from peas, peppers, lamps,
young PFC walked by.
The tax must he approved
dresses, jellies, cakes, to anti"Say, son," asked the lieut- by the court according to law.
ques.
Each will be competing
enant, "do you have change for
Approximately 80 per cent
for one of the over 1200 prizes,
half?"
of the total tax take will come
ribbons, and trophies to be a"Yeah, I guess so," said the from the city and 40 per cent
Calloway County was among er saw. Among tnem are good, warded at the fair this year.
PFC, reaching for his pocket.
from the county. When the tax
concerned The official opening will be
the lowest in the state of Ken- well-trained, and
"Son, is that the way you funds are distributed, the countucky in infant mortality rate physicians to provide adequate at 7:30 p.m. followed by the
address an officer?" barked the ty will receive approximately
for 1967, according to recent medical supervision during preglieutenanL "Now let's try that 80 per cent of the money and
statistics released by R. L. nancy, at delivery, and after de- (Continued on Page Eight)
again . . Do you have change the city 40 per cent.
Cooper of the Calloway County livery.
for a half?"
The funds are distributed on
Health Department from the
"NO, SIR," was the snappy an average pupil daily attendApril bulletin of Ky. Dept. of
reply.
Also such things as proper
ance basis. The county has aHealth.
hospital care, adequate nutrition
bout 2400 students and the city
Inortality
Infant
rate repre- for
-Pen it War" on ABC-TV the 1800.
both mother and baby, asents deaths under one year of
ware of possible complications.
other night was • stark picture
United Pre•• int•enaUeiatill
age per 1000 live births. This trying
lo avoid many of the
ration of what war is really
number was 9.4 for Calloway,
common birth defects and en— like.
Varian*, clouuy and hot towhereas, the rate for Kentucky
couraging prospective mothers day through Wednesday with
was 24.1 and the United States
to comply with good pre-natal widely- scattered mostly afterWe notice that Winnie Ruth
was 22.1. This means that the
practices are responsible for the noon and evening thundershowJudd has been recaptured once Only one Story Hour will be
Calloway rate is far below both
low infant mortality rate for ers. High today 86 east to 96
again. She was free for about held at the Murray-Calloway
the state and national average. t)alloway.
west. Low tonight 66 east to 76
seven years on this escape. Any- County Libriry this week. Thts
Cooper said that medical sciwest.
obe who knows anything abdut will be on Wednesday, July 9,
ence has known for a number
Winnie Ruth Judd does not be- from three to four p.m.
Cooper said he wanted to
of years tliat the secret to a
tong to the Pepsi generation.
LAKE DATA
Calloway
the
The story hour on Thursday
long life and increasing life ex- congratulate
Kentucky
Medical
County
Society,
the
Lake: 7 a m. 358.0,
had to be cancelled for this
pectancy is getting more babies
up 0.1; below dam 304.7, stationweek only due to a conflict in
WOW Mg EYING
through the first year of life. Murray-Calloway County Hospiary. no gates open.
the meeting space.
Figures indicate that more ba- tal, and the Calloway County
All *levels members of Hi* 1944 graduating class of Kirksey High School were present
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 358.0, up
Health
Department
making
for
The film, "Blueberries For for the 25th reunion held Saturday evening at the
Woodmen of the World Camp
than
bies die before age one
hawse of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pet James.
this kind of record possible for 0.1; below dam 3053, stationary.
592 will meet on Thursday, Sal", will be shown and stories' Pictured, front row, left to right, Mrs. Sam Myers (Mildred Marino),
Mrs. Vernon Cohoon
die during the next five years the county He said even with
Sunrise 5 04, sunset 8:19.
July 10, at 7:90 p m at the will be told at the Wednesday (Billie Jones), Miss Malvena Harris, Mrs. Blake Blankenship (Nova Li. Swift),
Mrs. Frances
A number of circumstances this good record, he was sure
Moon rose 1:07 a.m.
Woodmen Hall. All members hour. All children are invited Hughes Hall, Mrs. Joe Williford (Wanda Lawson).
tend Mrs ) W. Butireen (Roxle Workare responsible for the low in- that those concerned would like
to attend on Wednesday.
are urged to attend.
man); back row, Malor Nelson Williams. Blake Blankenship, viol Lawson, and Joe Pat James.
fant mortality rates here, Coop- to see the rate even lower

Brack Sanford
Dies Monday

New Wave Of Communists Is
Predicted For Coming Weeks

Belling Family Is
Visiting The Halls

Mrs. Janet Hough Hospital Dietician

Jackie M. Canady Teen Agers Will
Have Swim Party
Serving In Army
At Saigon, Vietnam

Four Are Injured
In Two° Accidents

Kroger Announces Plans For
New Supermarket In Murray

Kirksey Class Of 1944
Holds Its 25th Reunion

Home Is Destroyed
Janice Garland Has By Fire On Sunday
Surgery, Louisville

Fair Plans
Nearing
Completion

Eddie Billington
Named Life Member

Firemen Are Called Battery Reported
To Tinsley Home
Stolen From Car

Tax Issue Will Be
Discussed Tonight

Calloway Has Lowest
Infant Mortality Rate

WEATHER REPORT

Only One Story
Hour This Week
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About 95 per.'cent of Ar-

Marie L.- Hughes of Paducah
gentina's population is Roman
to William L. Hughes of MexiCatholic.
B.
E.
in
lot
Mexico;
City,
co
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
* * *
jrwan addition.
Kenneth E. Harrell, Ellen W.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
Arizona has a total area ot
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
Harrell, Donald B. Hunter, and
square miles.
113,909
41
RDonald
interest of our readers.
to
BetVe G. Hunter
BobTucker, Pearl T. Tucker,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITHAM 00., MO
by G. Grogan, and Verona M.
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y..
Grogan; property on South 18th
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Street.
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transinlasion
J. D. Grogan and Treys GroSecond Clan Matter
gan to Bobbie T. Fike and Dorothy J. Fike; lot in B. 0. LangSUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
TODAY thru WED.
ston Heights Addition.
Month $1.5.2. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.50;
Prin.
Dora
and
Prince
Cloys
Zones 1 & 2. $13.00; Elsewhere 416.00. All service subscriptions 11.00,
ce to Leon Harp and Ermie
"The Outstanding Civic /tenet rie a Oessimarty
taw
Harp; three lots in Pine Bluff
integrity et its Newspaper°
Shores Subdivision.
Dr. Charles W. Mercer and
Betty L Mercer to W. Richard
TUESDAY — JULY 8, 1969
Klein and Carol M. Klein; lot
in Glendale Subdivision.
Rex Jackson, Wayne Parker,
and Ann Parker to Robert
Vaughn and Peggy Diane VauBy UNTIED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
ghn; 22 acres on Brewers-Kirk
sey Road.
Louie K. Gardner and Helen
• 41110....
Gardner to Pius Ingram and
2
,
SAIGON - Spec. 5 Washington Clemons, 21, one of the first 814
402 •
Addle Ingram; property in Cal•-••••
U. S. soldiers leaving South Vietnam:
County.
loway
•
leavi-e
were
we
heart
that
my
feeling
in
the
really
get
didn't
"I
Louis Charles Ryan and Maruntil we got to the airport."
tha Sue Ryan to Mary Howard
THE APOLLO 11 mounted atop the Saturn 5 rocket makes a
DEFENSE OF EUROPE is the business going on here as asDempsey: three lots in College
glittering reflection in the waters at Cr
FAYETTE, Miss. - Mayor Charles Evers, at his inauguration
sembler Marilyn Johnson looks through a microscope to
Kennedy. On July
Addition.
Heights
16 it is scheduled to hit the heavei. ,und for the
ceremonies:
doublecheck handiwork of an automatic wiring machine a t.
Moon
Mary Howard Dempsey to
"Men have gone and given their lives that all pen - black men,
Hughes Aircraft, Fullerton, Calif. This Maze will be part of
Martha Sue Ryan; three lots
things
enjoy
God
the
white men, rich men, poor men - can live and
NADGE (NATO Air Defense Ground Environment), an air
College Heights Addition.
in
put here for us without being hated and without being discriminated
defense system from Northern Norway to Eastern Turkey.
Herbert Cihitwoocl and Irene
against."
E Chitwood to Smithwood Development Corp., Inc.; property
YALTA, USSR - American astronaut Frank Borman, thanking
in Calloway County.
Russian teen-agers for their hospitality at a youth camp near here:
Derwood Edwards, Opal A
"We came as friends and we will leave as closer friends."
Edwards, Charles Ralph Edfall
back
on
to
had
resiffve
stren'
By RAYMOND LAHR
gth and got four oponents of the wards, Marguaret Delores Ed.
WASHINGTON - Sen. John C. Stennis, D-Miss., looking, ahead
wards, Don D. Dycus, and Dor.
bill to switch their votes.
to the Senate debate on the anti ballistic missile system:
WASHINGTON UPI - Many in
thy Nell Dycus to Marcus Greer
Although
House
Democratic
"This debate will affect us and in a large measure determine Congress call it arm twisting.
Hargrove and Betty Sue liar
leaders supported the bill and
our national security for year.s.to come."
Senate Republican Leader Evergrove; two acres on Highway
former President Lyndon B.
ett M. Dirksen calls it theoilcan.
614.
TODAY thru WED.
Johnson recommended extension
Whatever term is used, it reof the surtax in his January
fers to pressure applied and the
budget message, only 56 DemoBy W. R, Hoover
favors implied in a drive to win
crats voted for the bill.
More than 105,000 acres ot Area Extension* Tobacco Agent
pae_eage of a major administraWhen the ABM test comes in asparagus are ,planted each year
tion bill without a comfortable
FlIANCISSA •SARUM
the Senate, it should come as in the United States.
Cultivation of Tobacco - This
majority in sight.
no surprise if one or two un*
should start as soon as plants
•
MAN CALLED
"The President really wants
have started to grow, and suffI will bless the Lord at all times: His praise shall continually be this onte---The President needs happy warriors emerge from the
GANNON
Nicholas Copernisua-evolved iciently deep to break-up comRepublican cloakroom at the last
in my mouth. — Psalm 34:1
this' one. "That is the message
THOIMIllarg
Praise is part of the soul's nourishment. A grateful heart thanks passed by his own party leaders minute to cast reluctant votes for the theory that-planets revolve paction of tractor tracts. Sub- MI mem ricTINK•
around
administrate:in.
the
the
sun.
God.
sequent tillage shouldbe shallow,
and administration agents at the
Suggested or
But if it is clear that the
* * *
about 2 inches deep for breaking
Capitol.
Audiences
Stature
administration is going to lose,
crust and destroying vegation. In
The issue in the House last
There are about 12,000 living event of large rains and soil that
can vote against the Safethey
week was the administration's
guard, and Republican waverers species of birds.
Is compacted, deeper tillage may
tax bill. Coming up in the Senate
* * *
who already have voted with the
.be necessary. Avoid working fiethis week is a bill to authorize
administration can switch againwhen wet. Hoeing is usually
the administration's Safeguard
The planet Neptune was. dis- ld
st
necessary to remove grass and
ABM system, although two or ed it before the result is announc- -iovered 44846.
weeds in rows where no herbic••
three weeks may be consumed, •
ide was used. Most growers using
by debate before the Senate votes. 1
herbicides find a once over the
Before such votes, there are
field taking 2 to 3 rows thtough
meetings at the White House and
with a hoe may be helpful. A
head counts at theCapitol.Demoslight ridge to the tobacco rows
crats muttered that Secretary
is considered desirable. Unless
Robert H. Finch had to sacrifice
necessary because of vegetation
his choice, Dr. John H. Knowles
and compation caused by excessto be assistant secretary of healive rain, cultivation should stop
th, education and welfare for
when plants average about 15
Many Kentuckians don't roe& vile and Morehead's Marching medical affairs in order to win
inches high and leaf length is 12
Lee what a festive old stet. Band Festival.
support for the tax bill.
to 15 inches. Avoid destroying
Kentucky really ia. I know at Paducah's Square Dance FesRep. William L. Scott, Jr-Va.,
feeder roots of plants, which
at least 32 festivals scheduled tival occurs in November and said he had been threatened bethis year.
extend to tips of leaves, by shatthe fiesta season's final note fore the roll call by a fellow Rellow cultivation and too close
is sounded in Paris on the day publican on the Public Works Cotillage of plants.
Fiesta time started in April after ThwdrAgiving with the mmittee with _loss of a project
with Titer Day in Benton, 14 Christie._ s Parade and Toisses-In his district if he did not vote
the carnival that grew out of Yestival.
for the bill. He didn't.
,
the old sweet potato vine swap -thstioubtet117
there -id* more - The House leadership of both
day. Then Louisville had Span- festivals than those
listed here. parties overestimated the votes
ish Americans thronging the State government
•
they could produce. GOP leaders
would like
streets in a feewk4ong Latin to know
about them. The Defry United Pr•as International
•• *
American Festival. And the fol- partment of Public
Information FAL Mork Traffic
•Today is Tuesday, July 8, the
lowing week the huge Kelituck- in Franicfort prints
a Calendar
day of 1969 with 178 to
189th
iana Square Dance Festival was of Events twice
HELSINKI (UP!) - • Moeach year and
held at the Fairgrounds in Lou- they try to include
work
driving
got
torists
a
to
every noteThe moon is between its last
isville. Also in April was Be- worthy event not just
festivals shock when they saw three elk
and new phase.
quarter
rea's Mountain Folk Festival, that night interest visitors.
This striding down the highway toThe morning stars are MerPrestonsburg's week-long Fine bolder goes all over the country wards Helsinki-. Police, alerted
cury, Venus and Saturn.
Arts Festival and the Music and is a valuable
promotion to a traffic jam, arrived and
The eeening stars are Mars
Festival at Murray.
sis
312 No. 4th
ttool. It tells people what is shooed the animals into a nearPious 753-5145
and Jupiter.
going on in Kentucky that might by forest.
On this day in history:
The 10-day Kentucky Derby interest than.
In 1835, the liberty bell in
More-Adoptions
Festival hr Louisville (now getPhiladelphia cracked while beAll such Items should be seat In Holland
ting into a class with New Or.
ing rung during the funeral of
leans' Mardi Gras) began in In to Frankfort as far in adChief Justice John Marshall of
THE HAGUE (UPI). Appli
as possible. Those people - cations
April and ended in May. Anothe Supreme Court.
by Dutch married OLD GLORY ON THE MOON This NASA.drawing depicts
ther 10-day affair was Owens- will do their level best to give couples for adoption of a child
In 1950, Gen. Douglas Macastronaut Neil Armstrong planting the U.S. flag onethe
boro's Festival of the Arts. The the event some good publicity. totaled 1,263 in 1968,
Arthur was aperented United
compared
Moon. The flag is of nylon, measures three by five feet and
same "merrie month" celebratNations commander in Korea.
with 796 in 1967. The Ministry is on an eight-foot staff. Armstrong's first job after steped the Mountain Laurel FestiIn 1951, Paris celebrated its
,
of
Justice
said one reason for the ping off the Lunar Module ladder is to pull a "D" ring to
Calendar of Events
val and Benton's Big Sing Day, a
2,000th anniversary.
rise,was a change in an adoption start a TV camera. His second is to plant the flag. A
Infer'
'Public
of
Department
traditional singing festival.
In 196'7, actress Vivien Leigh
rule. The courts last year man- spring wire in the cloth will make the flag appear to be
June offered four tried and mation
died
in London at the age of
aged to deal with 923 applicaCapitol Annex
flying in a breeze. This will be seen on. live TV.
true annuals. The "Traipsin'
53.
tions, of which 898 were
40801
Kentucky
Frankfort,
Woman's" American Folk Song
A thought for the day —
.
gran te d
Festival at Carter Caves, the
John Burroughs said — "Life is
RECEIPTS
Kentucky Highland Folk Festia struggle, but not a warfare."
Cash on hand beginning of year $ 15,500.00
val at Prestonsburg, the Strawberry Festival at Adairsville
Taxation to be received and in
Brecht's 'Galilee'
MOST HUNGARIAN FACTOCES
PENTAGON DRAWING
and the Poke Salat Festival at
AND BUSINESSES CUT WORK
PLANS TO DISPOSE
Sold to Parambunt
lieu of tax payments
415,-994:00
Harlan.
OF 27,000 TONS Of
WEEK FROM 41 TO 44 140UtEl
HOLLYWOOD (UP I 1 —
OBSOLETE WAR GAS
Tuition
6,000.00
NORTH
VIETS
TRY
STORED IN WEST
The Blackberry Festival at
Paramount pictures has acTO HANG WAR ON
41166
itzb
Other
Leta!
Revenue
1,000.00
NIXON'S NECK IN
Carlisle is in July, and so are
quired film rights to Berthol
PARIS PARLEYS
Paducah's two Summer Festi*4 WASHINGTON
Foundation Program ,
Brecht's "Galileo.'
THOUSANDS OF SOUTH KOSIAN
500,800.00
SURTAX EXTENSION
STUDENTS 1101 OVER CHANGE
vals, the Shaker Festival at AuOther State Aid
SOUEEZES IT HOUSE
900.00
IN CONSTITUTION TO PEIMIT
burn and Owensboro's big
PRESIDENT A TOTAL, TRIM '
Other Federal Aid
ROMANIA REDS
7,743.00
Square Dance Festival.
OUST OFF FOE
NIXON'S VISIT
August brings the Nibroe
Total Estimated Receipts
947,937.00
Festival at -Qorbin, the Sees.
••••:*"9
jawea Festival at Cloverport And
fr
b
ak
.4
NIXON TO WATCH
EXPENDITURES
the Square Dance Festival at
SPLASHDOWN OF
APOLLO 11 NEAR
. _
ROMS PLANT MARS
Natural Bridge.
1044NSTON ISLAND
Adniinistration
PRINCE CHAIM'
_
$ 27,0a8.90 •
In September the Latin
INVESTITURE AS
Instruction
PRINCE OF WALES
Americans again invade Ken..... 'N
636,684.00
tucky for the Banana Festival
Aftindance Service ,::
8,734.00
in Fulton. The Autumn Song
3
Oreratiou of School Plant
-48,362:00
echoes at Breaks Interstate Park
•
' "..
I.
Maintenance of Plant
• near Elkhorn and Louisville
• 29,700.00
4
4
er°
Fixed
celebrates a week-long festival
ChArgeirjuid
;
•
.*1*. •
SOCCER MELEE DISRUPTS
called Downttovrn Salutes the
RELATIONS BETWEEN EL
' Community Services..
-'7,570.00
SALVADOR HONDURAS
Arts. The month ends with the
Capital
Outlay
(Current)
17.200.00
ASWAN
-CAIRO
POWER
Sorghum Festival at Hawesville.
LINE CUT IN 137-MILE
Debt Service-and Capital (*Day 172,649.00
Colorful October has the ApCOPTER FCMAY woo
SOVIET WILL HAVE NO
EGYPT, ISRAEL CLAIMS
ple Festival at Paintsville, the
NAVAL BASES IN INDIA,
CAMBODIA PORT SEEMS
.,
CHILE BEGINS TAKEOVER
SAYS PRIME MINISTER
TO HAVE SUPPLANTED
ToIallEsliniated
Daniel Boone Festival at Bari .
TO NATIONALIZE ANACONDA
MRS INCHIA GAH0141
HO CHI MINN TRAA AS
LABOR LEADER'S MURCIII
COPPER'S VAST HOLDINGS
bourville, the Pennyrile. Fine
EXpentlilitres
INDS 041111 SUPPLY
NATIONWIDE STRIKE R011
"- 9 i 7,937.90
Arts Festival at Hopkinsville,
ROUTE TO SOUTH VITT
ROCKY'S ARGENTINA STOP
the Tobacco Festival at Russell
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If so, shop with us for honest prices.
We do not jack up prices!

FOR ONLY $599.95 .

You can buy a beautiful
Home Entertainment Center
(4-way Combination)

ONLY CURTIS-MATHES

offers you the eight year pro-rated
picture tube warranty.
Just stop by and see our large display. Many are 1970 models!

Almanac

TV Service Center
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SPORTS

Babe Ruth's home-run record
this season, because Oakland outfielder Reggie Jackson isn't the
By JOE CARNICELLI
only man ahead of the Sultan of
UPI Sports Writer
Swat's 1927 pace toward 60 homers.
Hank Aaron's assault on the
The other guy is Frank Howard,
all-time home run records is who
blasted Nos. 31 and 32 Monkeeping the Atlanta Braves in a
day night to power the WashingComfortable position.
ton Senators past Cleveland, 7-2.
Aaron smashed his 532ndhom"As far as I'm concerned,"
er Monday night as the Bray
Howard said, "I'm not in a home
whipped the Los Angeles Dodgers run
contest. Hitting my 33rd is
5-2. The victory moved Atlanta
about as warm tO each other as
By MILTON RICHMAN
my goal I'm hitting as well as I'm
a game and a half ahead of the
Richie Allen and Bob Skinnier
UPI Sports Writer
going to hit and that boy Jackson
Dodgers in the National League's
have been lately.
keeps hitting them and hitting
Western Division race.
Mullaney imagined he'd get
NEW YORK UPI - Joe Mulaney
them. To me, it's no big thing."
hit with the question about Chan"
The home run, Aaron's 22nd
The Senators also received 6 figured he knew what was coming
CLEVELAND UPI - Vernon
of the season, came in the third
berlain, all right, but he didn't
2-3 timings of perfect relief from as soon as they made the announCleveland
expect to get bombed by it tla Stouffer, owner of the
inning after Tony Gonzalez walk- Casey
president
Cox and Mike Epstein cement about him being the Los
Indiana
Paul,
and
Gabe
way he did.
ed and left Aaron only two behind
smashed his 20th homer with a Angeles Lakers' new coach.
"I'm not positive how many and general manager,are ironing
Jimmy Fox for fourth place on man
He figured right.
aboard in the fifth.
reorpeople, newsmen 1 spoke WM out details of a front-office
the all-time list. Babe Ruth, WillElsewhere Minnesota increasWhat he figured was that some- at
make
ganization
could
plan
that
the press conference,possibly
ie Mays and Mickey Mantle are ed
its Western Division lead to body almost immediately would
10 or possibly more, but I must Alvin Dark the most powerful
the three ahead of him.
three garnes with a 6-5 victory hit him with the question: Okay,
have been asked about Wilt Cha- manager in baseball.
Elsewhere, Cincinnati beat San over Kansas
City while Oakland how are you going to handle
The plan would give Dark a
Diego, 5-3 and Houston routed lost
mberlain 15 times in a row,"
to Chicago,2-0, Boston down- Wilt Chamberlain?
controlling
voice in player devel- Pictured above are the Reds, one of the teams of the Park Li3egue, who
said
and
coach
the
San Francisco, 8-2. St. Louis at ed
Lakers new
It was natural enough for MullDetroit, 7-2, and California
opment
from
the lowest minor have won three antlost three. They are coached by Robert Baar and the
Providence College's former one
Philadelphia and Montreal at slapped -Seattle,
5-1. Baltimore aney to figure that since his preofficial league level to the composition children put on mustaches to have their picture made with their coach. Top
shortly
after
Monday's
Pittsburgh were rained out.
and New York were idle.
decessor, Bill Van Breda Kolff,
of the major league team. Dark,
announcement.
George Stone pitched a three- Jackson,
with 34 homers, was never really was able to estabdespite the Indians' dismal show- row, left to right, Britt Mowery, Ronnie Hooks, Toni Shupe,. Barry Tal;ers,
"Everyone who asked me any
hitter for the Braves to gain his among the
ing, has a five-year contrae anrChuck MoCuisttm; second row, David Nioffsingor, Greg Dowdy, Mike EdA's handcuffed by lish any rapport with Chamberquestions centered around that.
ninth victory against two losses. Chicago's
Gary Peters, who pit- lain at all and tendered his resand is secure in his pros
Ingo, Keith Baer, Robert Baar, Bryan Gingrass, and David Jones; front row,
Then when I was interviewed
Two of the hits were homers, ched a two-hitter struck
out nine ignation on May 9 largely becau- for
,
Inh.
by Jim Lefebvre and Bill Russ- and
radio
television
and
I
Hopkins, Billy McCoart, Dean Robgat
didn't allow a runner past se he felt he didn't care to go
Stouffer and Paul scheduled a Marko Cunningham, Jon Noffsinger, Lee
the same question. I'd say
ell.
erts,
John
Rickman.
Rickman,
Ronnie
and
Mark
econd. Luis Aparicio scored through another season like the
meeting today amid published
was asked it more than 30 times
Tony Perez slammed a two- both White Sox'
reports, vehemently denied by
runs after singles past one when he and Wilt were
in one hour. You get hit by the
run triple to highlight a three- in the first and third innings.
Stouffer, that there is a rift betquestion so much that those askrun seventh-inning outburst that
Minnesota rebounded on pinchween them. Other reports, denied
ing it almost force an issue.
carried the Reds over the Pad- hitter Chuck Manuel's two-run
manager
It's not bothering me, though. by Paul, had the general
res, Chico Ruitreachedbase on a single which capped three-run
a
planning to resign from his 10I
don't have a problem, I don't
bunt single and was sacriftced rally in the eighth inning. Kansas
year contract.
expect one."
to second and Pete Rose -Was City
pitcher Jim Rooker belted
He was reported to be eager
That
remains
be
seen.
to
•
intentionally walked. Bobby Tol- homers in the third and fifth,
to
succeed retiring National LeaJoe Mullaney, a well regardan singled to snap a 2-2 tie and but he couldn't
do it alone and
ed 44-year-old basketball product gue's President Warren Giles,
Perez followed with his triple. suffered his sixth loss against
Murfrom the streets of New York, or to take a position with the
Rookie Van Kelly scored one no wins.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. UPI - Top- ray State's Tommie Turner
Seattle
old
his
run
Pilots,
by
has two things going for him.
run and hornered for another
seeded Roscoe Tanner of Lookout flew to Hawaii today with the
George Scott socked two tripAs owner of the-third best record friend and former Indians' Prefor San Diego.
Mountain, Tenn., today takes on rest of the United States track
les and a single and scoretrthreesident
Bill
Daley.
League
National
In collegiate ranks, behind those
By JOE NAGLE
Don Wilson struck out 14 batt- runs to help Boston's Ray Culp
unseeded Mike Smart of Indiana- team to train for the Hawaiian
East
of only Kentucky's Adolph RtIPID
ers and doubled in a run during to his Ilth victory and lift the
polis, hid., as play continues in Invitational Friday and a meet
W. L. Pct. GB and UCLA's Johnny Wooden, MulLYTHAM ST. ANNES, England the third annual U. S. junior clay
a four-run seventh inning burst Red Sox to within a half - game
later this month with Russia
—
.627
31
Chicago
52
laney has a reputation of being
UPI - Most of the 130 contestants courts tennis championship.
to lead the Astros over the Gian- of second place Detroit in the
IN SIXTH PLACE
and Great Britaih.
5 an excellent coach. He also has
.570
York
34
45
New
for this week's British Open Golf
ts.
Tanner 'drew a bye in opening
Eastern Division.
40 44 .476 12% a reputation of being an excepSt. Louis
championship go into today's sec- rounds Monday which began with
Wilson, who pitched a six Andy Messersmith of the Ange- Pitts.
Following the Hawaiian meet.
38 43 .469 13 tionally reasonable one.
ond official practice hoping ag- 185 players entered.
hitter, allowed a run in the first ls scattered four hits and retired
the team will return to Los
NEW
YORK
Phila.
UPI
36 43 .456 14
Australian
He
may
both
have
for
need
ainst
the
hope
blustery
that
winon a single to Tito Fuentes, a 21 of the last 24 men he faced and Montreal
Third-seeded Woody Blocher Angeles for further training.
26 56 .321 23 those
assets long before his Bruce Crampton, who pocketed ds ease off.
wild pitch and Bob Burda's single Angels' third baseman Leo Rodof Atlanta, led Monday's rounds
West
second-place
prize
money
of
$12,
three-year contract with the LakBut one man not particularly by defeating unseeded James Grand gave up only four hits there- riguez got into the home run act
W. L. Pct. OS
Turner earned his berth on
ers expires. He doesn't seem 500 in Sunday's Cleveland Open, worried about the near gale - eenup of Lima, Ohio, 6-1, 6-2.
after.
with a two-run blast in the fourth Atlanta
49 34 .590
the team by placing second in
moved
up
to
sixth
place
in
the
46 34 .475 1% overly worried about the pro- PGA's top ten money winners force gusts which frustrated an Blocher today takes on unseeded the 440-yard dash in the Nationinning.
Los Ang.
spect although it is well to reinternational field Monday, was Mike Cahill of Waukesha, Wis.1 al AAU
That gives Rodriguez three Cincinnati 42 35 _545 4
meet in Lexington two
according to weekly figures reFourth-seeded Steven Kurlevit weeks ago. He will run on the
homers, and leaves him 68 games San Fran. 45 39 .436 4% member Van Breda Kolff came leased Monday. Gene Littler con- 1968 U. S. Open champion Lee
Houston
43 42 .506 7% Into the job with tremendous con- tinues to lead with total earnings Trevino.
of Baltimore, Md., beat Bob Oda- mile relay team as well as combehind Ruth's pace.
"I hit the ball real low and sz of Hato Rey, P. R., 6-1, 6-2;
San Diego 29 57 .337 21% fidence also.
peting in the 440.
of
$103,183
this
and
year,
Gary
"I'd
rather
have it this wa!,
since I'm using the little British seventh-seeded Eddie Dibbs of
Monday's Results
By JOHN JEANSONNE
Player
second
is
with
$89,006.
than the other way," Mullane
hall, I've been pretty accurage Miami Beach, topped Tommy Turner ran a 45.5 in the 440
Houston 8 San Francisco 2
UPI Sports Writer
so far," said the 29-year-old, Craig of Roanoke,•Va-., 6-3, 6-14 a week ago.in.she NCAA meet
St. Louis at PhiLa ppd., rain said, meaning he'd rather be
coaching a player with the enor•
Mexican from Dallas.
Montreal at Pitts ppd., rain
Even an asterisk may not save
and eighth-seeded Danny Birch- in Knoxville, Tenn. lt,teas his
mous talent Chamberlain has
The chunky Mexican was rated more of Athens, Ga., defeated best time evefin the'nt.
Atlanta 5 Los Ang 2
FRESHMAN
COACH
than some other player without
a 12-1 chance along with New Zea- Tony Michelman, New York City,
Cincinnati 5 San Diego 3
all the component parts that make
land's Bob Charles, who won 6-0, 4-1 retired.
Only games scheduled
PITTSBURGH UPI -- Brady
Tosiay's Probable Pitchers
up Wilt.
here in 1963 when Lytham last
Birchmore, a dark horse of
PHILADELPHIA
UPI
-Former
Keys, retiring defensive back
All Times EDT
"I have a certain philosophy
hosted the event, Masters cham- the tournament, led the junior
Temple
Frank
lineman
Massino
who believes he owes the NationChicago, Jenkins 11-5 at New in basketball," the Lakers' hew
pion George Archer and Australi- division throughout the south,
al Football League "something" York, Koosman 5-5, 2 p. m.
coach went on. "It's also what I has been named freshman foot- an Bruce Devlin. But his confid- but he has not had the opportunity
ball
coach by Temple Athletic
will donate a minimum of$15,000
St. Louis, Gibson 10-6 at Phil. look for, and it has nothing at
ence belied the odds.
to build a national standing. He
a year to the NFL players pension adelphia, J. Johnson 4-8, 7:30 all to do with all the questions Director Ernie Casale. Massimo, Trevino conceded the oddsmeets Richard Ravrevy of Walnut
the
Owls'
valuable
most
lineman
fund.
p. m.
I've been asked.
makers right to name Billy Cas- Creek, Calif., today.
LOS ANGELES IIPI) — George
Montreal, Robertson 2-6 at "My experience in watching in 1963, was head football coach per and defending champion Gary
Keys announced Monday he
Allen, heed coach of the Loa would retire from football to Pittsburgh, Blass 8-5, 8 p. m.
Wilt is that he's a fantastically at Archbishop Kennedy High Sch- Player of South Africa at the head
Angeles Rams, is known by devote full time to his business,
Cincinnati, Cloninger 5-11 at gifted basketball player. He's ool in Conshohocken, Pa.
of their list but shook his head
PURCHASED BY NETS
nicknames varying from "Tra- a chain of 10 take-out restaurants Sae Diego, Santorini 3-7, 11 p. one of the best centers,
America's
if not
at the mention of Jack Nicklaus
der Allen" to "that thief" when known as All-Pro Chicken Co. m.
Largest
the best center, of all time. I
who joins the other two, as 6-1
Selling
Atlanta, Pappas 4-7 and Reed never
ttbe rest of the National Foot- "I feel I owe the league someNEW AL UMPIRE
coached him, but the only
co-favorite.
NEW YORK UPI - Les Hunter,
Cigar
ball League opens a discussion thing," Keys, who-played corner- 7-8 at Los Angeles, Drysdale,'
treo
BOSTON
—
The
addition
!coach I ever spoke to who had
No problems for back-handed a 6-foot-7, 235-pound forward who
on his ability to make a trade. back for the St. Louis Cardinals_ 4-3 and Osteen 10-7, 2, 9 p. m I
---. 1hirn Frank McGuire, talked very of George Maloney to the putter Orville Moody, the reign- played for the Loyola of Chicago
In his four-year tenure with last Season, said.
Houston, Dierker 11-5 at San
glowlingly about Wilt arid the American League's umpiring ing U. S. Open champion from national championship team in
the Rams, Allen has made 41
staff has been announced by Chickasha,
He said $15,000 would be his Francisco, McC°11ThIck- 54
'
association
Okla., via the U. S. 1963, has been purchased by the
he had with him. I
trades to strengthen his team, minimum annual donation to the
league President Joe Cronin.
hope
I
Army. "The greens are just New York Nets from the Miami
can
have
the
same
rappand rarely has he been burned pension fund, "but
Wednesday's
Games
Maloney, 40, will start imI expect in
ore"
beautiful and I've found this cour- Floridians of the American Basby a bad deal.
mediately. He was an arbiter
time it will be in excess of Chicago at New York, night
se suits me fine," he said.
St.
ketball Association for an unPhila.,
Louis
at
2,
night
In
the
Coast
Pacaific
League
The affable Allen made Nos. that amount."
McGuire, coaching at South
Masters champion Archer de- disclosed sum, Hunter
averaged
An alumnus of Colorado State, Montreal at Pitts, 2, twi-night Carolina now, handled Chamber- since 1964.
40 and 41 Monday, acquiring
fied doctors orders to go out 16.7 jibints last season.
Cincin at San Diego, night
fullback Israel "Izzy" Lang from Keys broke into pro football with
lain with the Philadelphia Walla
on the course. The 29-year-old
Atlanta at Los Ang., night
the Philadelphia Eagles and the Pittsburgh Steelers in 1961.
star from Gilroy, Calif., spent
tors during the 1961-62 season.
Houston at San Fran.
flanker Claudio James from the The Steelers traded him to the
MAKE-UP GAME
all day Sunday in bed with a
Significantly or not, ChamberGreen Bay Packers.
PHILADELPHIA (121) — The stomach complaint and a cold.
Minnesota Vikings in mid-season
lain had his best scoring season
American League
With the 232-pound L a n g, of 1967. He then was traded to the
Phillies-St. Louis "The doe said I could do a
Philadelphia
during that period, averaging
East
Allen bolstered his _running Cardinals during the 1968 trainCardinals game rained out Mon- little putting but that's all until
W. L. Pct. GB points a game.
Phone 753-1272
back corps, which Was badly de- ing season.
day night will be made up Tuesday. But how the
Baltimore
heck' can
56 25 .691 —
*
PRESCRIPTIONS
A SPECIALTY
pleated last season because of
Wednesday as part a a twi- you
The Cardinals traded him to Detroit
get to know a course sitting I We Have It —We Will Get It —Or It Can't
44 34 .564 10%
Lakers Lose
Be Had
night doubleheader.
injuries.
New Orleans for John Gilliam, Boston
46 37 .554 11
on your tail?"
To get the speedy Lang, who a wide receiver,in the off season.
Wash.
45 42 .517 14
Chamberlain had been eicpeais rated just below the league's
New York 40 44 .476 -17% ed to help the Lakers to an NBA
best runners, the Ram coach
Cleve.
32 50 .390 24% championship this past season
gave up John Zook, a rookie
West
and although the team won more
PLAYER OF MONTH
defensive end fnoni Kansas, and
W. L. Pct. GB games with him than it ever did
CINCINNATI
cot
—
Ron
SanHarold Jackson, a swift 5-foot47 34 .580 —
without him, it was beaten for
to, who hit .395 and drove home Minn.
10, 160-pound receiver.
Oakland
42 35 .545 3
the title by the Boston Celtics
In the deal for James, who 34 runs in 30 games, was nam- Seattle
36 45 .444 10
in the seventh and deciding conis 6-2 and 190- Allen gave up a ed the National League's Play- Chicago
35 45 .438 11% test.
er
of
the
Month
for
June
by
future draft choice. James, 26,
Eau City
35 47 .427 12%
Jerry West was the standout
from Jackson State, has two a panel of 60 sportswriters. Calif.
30 50 .375 17% in that game, even in a
Runner-up
Willie
McCovey,
who
losing
years of NFL experience behind
Monday's
Results
cause, and after Chamberlain
him, most of it as a Packer re- won the award in May, receiv- Chicago 2 Oakland 0
ed lj, votes.
had to leave because of an injury
serve.
Minn 6 Kan City 5
with five minutes remaining. Van
Wash 7 Cleveland 2
Breda Kolf/ never put him back
Bostoti 7 Detroit 2
In the lineup again. Chamberlain
HE'S NO. 1 WITH STEELERS
ALCINDOR DEBUTS
California 5 Seattle 2
subsequently insisted that he
SAN FRANCISCO VD — Lew
Only games scheduled
should
have. The post-game coAlcindor, three-time UCLA AllToday's Probable Pitchers
mments merely widened the brPITTSBURGH UPI - The Pitts- American who signed a million
All Times EDT
burgh Steelers signed quarter- dollar contract with the MilCalifornia, McGlothlin 5-7 at each between the two men and noback Terry Hanratty of Notre waukee Bucks, will make his Seattle, Roggenburk 1-2, 11 p. body was really surprised when
Van Breda Kolff quit two months
Dame to a 1969 National Football Bay area debut Oct. 25 when m.
League contract. Hanratty, the the San Francisco Warriors host
Kansas City, Nelson 5-7 at ago and went over to the Detroit
Steelers' no. 2 pick in the draft the Bucks.
Minnesota, Miller 2-2, 9 p. m. Pistons.
"This whole thing reminds me
selections, accounted for 43 touOakland, Hunter, 5-7 and
Nash 4-3 at Chicago, Edmond- of Joe McCarthy when he was
chdowns running and passing in
son 1-1 and Borten 5-9, 2, 7 p. named manager in Boston and
three seasons with the Irish.
AZTEC MAJORS
m.
they asked him how he'd get aloNew York, Peterson 9-9 and ng with Ted Williams," Mullaney
NEW YORK UPI - The San Burbach 5-6 at Baltimore, Phoe- said. "McCarthy said: If I can't
GRUBB SPLITS WIN._
Diego State Aztecs decided they bus 7-2 and Cuellar 8-7, 2, 5:30 get along with a.400 hitter maybe
I'd better forget about managhave the power to play in the p. m.
Cleveland, Law 0-0 at Wash- ing:,
•
major college ranks and relinft was fair to assume then
SUNNINGDALE, England UPI. quished a shot at a fourth con- ington, Coleman 4-7, 7:30 p. m.
Detroit, Lolich 11-1 at Boston, the Lakers' new c.oach thinks
Briant Huggett and Tony Grubb secutive small college football
Stange 3-5 or Nagy 4-1, 7:30 quite a lot of Wilt Chamberlain'
)
split the $4,800 first prize Tues- title.
,
"I think he's one of the great-4
The National Collegiate Athle- p. as.
day when they posted 135's for 36
WednosdaVs Games
est of all time,", Joe Mullaney
holes in the bowmaker pro-am te Association also announced
Calif. at Seattle, 2, ttwi-night replied.
tournament. Billy Casper, one uesday that the University of
Detroit at Boston
.1dulLIney was gwaking-from
of the leading money-winners on acific, Northern Winds Until- Cleve
at Wash., night
the Lakers' headquarters in lugthe U. S. pro tour, finished in a rsity and the University of Idaho New York
at Bait, night
lewood, Calif. From Van Breda
tie for fifth place with his second ill have major college status Oakland at Chicago, night
'Mayfinjci Hwy.
KoHrs old office, in fact.
Jim GrecL)ry , :)nley-n(lr)
1/4 Mile From University
straight 71 for a 142 total.
his fall.
Kan City at Minn., night

Sports Parade
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Alvin Dark Is
Becoming
More Powerful

Winds Hamper Junior Tennis
Golfers At
Play Continues
British Open

TOthinie Turner
Flies To Hawaii
For Traek Meet

0,11.11MMIMI

FINE
PBE
RBY

45,

American League

Owes 'Something'

ces.

•

ted

!r

JL
0.00

4:00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00

7.00

.860
4.00
400
2.00
0,00

0.00
0.09
9.00

7.00

Rams Trade
Two Monday

ED

RD

WALLIS DRUG

AMBASSADOR

Beats The
Others Cold

Why Swelter Through
Another Hot Sticky Summer?

You'll Stay Cool And Fresh
In Spite Of Summer Heat And Humidity
When You're Driving An Ambassador.
And The Luxury Of Air Conditioning Comes As Standard Equipment On Every '69 Ambassador.
Come On In For A Demonstration Ride . . . . Today!!!

CAIN & TREAS
Motor Sales

•

•
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Miss Judith Ann Downs Becomes Bride
Of Don Wilson McClure In Ceremony
At The Cherry Corner Baptist Church

r Mrs.J. B.Burkeen

.................,••••••i
Phone 753-1117 or 753-41147
_

•

•

•
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Steak Dinner Held
At Wallace Home
For Bridal Couple
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Wallace
entertained at their home on
Thursday evening, July third,
for Miss Jan Jones and Billy
Wilson whose marriage will be
an event of August 17.

TRIP

PERSONALS

Mom censors
his love notes

Mrs. Dinah Hook of Murray
has been a patient at the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
• ••
Charles Turnbow o4. Murray
Route Five has been dismissed
from the Lourdes Hospital, Paducah

A delightful steak dinner was
enjoyed by seven couples with
Little Miss Polyanna Bryant
helping with the serving.
The dinner was served buffet
and the guests were seatstyle
Houston are daughters of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Grant Work- ed at card tables covered with
centered
man, brother of John Henry white linen cloths and
vase with yelbud
silver
with
a
Workman.
low roses.
• ••
Bridge was enjoyed after the
dinner was served.

Family Of Late John Henry Workman
Holds Reunion At The Murray City Park

'Fhe children, grandchildren,
greet grandchildren, and great
great grandchildren of the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Workman ef Calloway County held
a family reusion at the ?durrey
City Park. on Sunday, July 6.
By Abigail Van Buren
* basket dinner was served
•••
and each is to bring a sack
at one o'clack in the afternoon.
DEAR ABBY I work in the same office with a woman
lunch.
The blessing was given by HenSe.
I'll call "Mary " Mary's son is in the service, and his fiance
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Fair of ry Milton Workman, oldest son
Tuesday, July
[I'll call her "Joan"} is living with Mary and her husband.
Columbia. Tenn., were the week- present for the occasion.
The Progressive Homemakers
Groups of the First Baptist Club will meet at the City Park
Almost every morning Mary brings a letter Joan has written
end guests of his mother, Mrs
The other son present for the
C. B Fair, Sycamore Street, and accasi:n was Lyman Workman. Church WMS will meet as fol- at 9:30 am.
to Mary's son, to be stamped and mailed with the company
•••
his sister and family, Mr. and One other son, Clint Workman, lows: I with Mrs. Jack Kennedy
mail.
Mrs Allen Rose, Keeneland lives in Kansas City, Mo., and at 9:30 a.m.; ll with Mrs. LotThe Lutheran Women's MisMary routinely opens the letter, reads it, types a new
Drive.
tie Jones at ten a.m.; II with sionary League of the Immanwas unable to attend.
envelope, and sends it on its way. She has also bragged that
•• •
Mrs. Will Rose at 2:30 p.m.; uel Lutheran Church will meet
John
the
children
of
Other
when Joan has gone out she has read the letters her son has
IV with Mrs. Bailey Bigg- at the home of Mrs. Arlo Sprunand
deHenry Workmans who are
written to Joan.
are Harvey, George, Lo- ins at two p.m.
ceased
two
and
ger, South 13th Street, at 7:30
Is there an anonymous way to inform Joan of what is
•••
gan, and Tom Workman and
p.m.
,
sons,
Mrs
P
.
ai
S
ry
Char
ail
l
es
en
,
o
C
t1
7
1going on?
CO-WORKER
•••
A Swim Party for pre-school
umbus,,;
tile guests of Mrs. Fent Mohundro.
through third grade will be
and
Mr.
July 12
Those
were
Saturday,
present
DEAR CO-WORKER: Someone could send Joan this
her mother, sirs. A. L Rhodes
held at the Calloway County
A work day will be held at
column. And someone should tell Mary that it's not cricket to
Mrs. Hinman was heie for the Mrs. Henry Milton Workman, Country Club from ten a.m. to
the Oaks Country Club. A free
1944 class reunion of Murray Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Workman of
bring personal letters to an office to stamp and send with the
one p.m. Each member may in- breakfast will be served at 6:30
Mr.
and
St.
Mich.,
Clair
Shores,
High School. Her youngest son,
company mail.
daugh- vite one non member guest and a us. Persons are asked to sign
Kelly, is on a tour of the north- Mrs. Leon Burkeen and
Mich., Mr. each is to bring a sack lunch. up at the Pro-Shop or call 753ter,
June,
of
Taylor,
western states and British ColDEAR ABBY: I am having a problem with my
and Mrs. L D Workman, Mr. Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., is 7709 or 753-2378 by Thursday
umbia.
•••
and Mrs. Fred Workman, Mr. chairman of the hostesses.
11-year-old daughter who is an only child. Debbie thinks she's
••
and
Richard
Workman
and
Mrs.
Sunday, July 13
old enough to stay by herself when my husband and I go out
son, Ross, of Memphis, Tenn., The WSCS of the Goshen Unreunion by
Cunningham
The
for the evening. She says she is the only one in her class who
Term.; Gary Smith, Lennox, CalMr. and Mrs. Phillip Rogers and ited Methodist Church is sched- descendants of Bruce Morgan
still has a sitter.
ifornia; Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
children, Bruce and Gena, Mr uled to meet at the church at and Green Cunningham will be
A
My husband says he thinks Debbie is right. She isn't a
Doran, Mark and Karen, Henand Mrs. Hoyt McClure and son. 7:30 p.m.
held at the Murray City Park
derson; Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
'
dumb child. She's in a special class with gifted children, but
• ••
Loyd Alan, Lyman Workman,
Wilson
Don
McClure
Mrs.
the 8th Street pavilion.
Mr.
and
at
Walker, Louisville; Gilmer Mcto me, that doesn't matter. I still think an 11-year-old should
•••
Mrs. Larue Walker and son,
No.
-453
Chapter
Star
Murray
Memphis,
Tenn.;
Mr.
and
Clure,
not be left at night without an adult. I would appreciate your
Miss Judith Ann Downs be- tripling the streamers which fell Mrs. Purdom Parks, Louisville; Randy.
I
•
win
mar
Eastern
the
of
Order
opinion.
DEBBIE'S MOTHER
Also present were Mr. an
came the bride of Don Wilson from the bouquet.
-Minded PorCarat the Masonic Ham I'
meet
Mr and Mrs. Ray Ellis, Martins Mrs. Ralph
Workman and
and iinMrs. Tommy Walker, cousin Ferry, Ohio; Mrs. Tommy Parkp.m.
DEAR MOTHER: "Age" is not 'always the most McClure in a beautiful
1PONTA DELGADA,Portugal
pressive ceremony on-Saturday, of the groom, was the brides- er, Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs. Ray- daughters, Debbie and Robin,
• ••
Important factor. [Some 11-year-olds have better sense than
(UPI) - One little pig wanted
June 7, at two-thirty o'clock in maid. Her attire was identical mond Feltner, Big Rock, Tenn.; of Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Grasp
The Annie Armstrong
their 21-year-old sitters. I I would not be influenced, however, the afternoon in the sanctuary
to go to market faster than the
Raymond Workman, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houston, Mrs.: James V. Edwards and of the First Baptist Church other pigs.
by what the "other kids" in her class do. You, yourself, will of the Cherry Corner Baptist to the maid of honor's.
The junior bridesmaids, CC/W- Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Haley
visit at the Convaleswill
WhiS
have to decide whether your daughter is able to stay by
children, Jeffrey and Jeanne,
--lie broke loose from a herd
church.
ins of tha bride, were Miss Sher- Stokes, Camden, Tenn.; Mr. and
cent Division of the Murray
The bride is the niece of Mr. ry Smith and Miss Terri Lou Mrs. Bill Fox and daughter, of Sedalia, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Calloway County Hospital and being taken aboard a sh ipr crossed town at a high speed and
end Mrs. Edwin Stokes, Route Stokes. Their gowns were of Johnsonville, Tenn.; Mr. and John Workman,- Mr. and Mrs.
then meet at the home of Mrs.
entered the offices of the PorDEAR ABBY. Would you please write something in your Three Murray, and the groom the same style as the maid of Mrs. John Powel Emerson, Win- J. B. Burkeen and children, Edgar Shirley at 7:30 p.m.
Dennis and Patsy, Mr. and Mts.
tuguese Airlines. He came to a
• ••
column about young girls becoming involved with married is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gray- honor's gown and bridemaid's go; Misses Cheryl and Vicki
John T. Murdock and children,
halt in the reception room andson McClure, Panorama Shores, dress, except they wore yellow
WodnosdaY• July 9
men? I have reason to believe that my beautiful 18-year-old
Melton, Camden, Ten.n.; Mrs.
Ricky, Cindy, and Larry, of MaMurray.
was taken back to-the 'kip of
gowns
with
matching
Circle
shoes
and
Wilson
Ruth
The
Cary Miller, Cadiz.
daughter has entered into such a relationship. This man is
dison, Wisconsin, Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Loyd Wilson, grandfathFirst United Methodist grunting.
the
handsome and charming, but be can offer her nothing but a er of the groom, and the Rev. hats of the same material as
A. A. Doherty, Mr. and Mrs.
Rehearsal Dinner
their dresses. They carried blue
Church WSCS will have a salad
back street motel romance.
Lawson Williamson, former pas- daisies of the same arrangement
The rehearsal dinner, given Tommy Workman and sons, Ter- supper at the home of Mrs.
My daughter is pretty and adventuresome, and I regret tor of the bride, officiated at to the yellow bouquets of the by the groom's parents, Mr. and ry and Jerry, Mr. and Mrs Max
John E. Fortin, 1514 Glendale
that our influence is not as strong as it might have been, the double ring ceremony.
other attendants to the bride. Mrs. Grayson McClure, was held Workman and son, Russell, Mr. Road, at seven p.m.
in the evening on June 6 in and Mrs. Eddie Workman and
altho she has never been in any trouble.
• ••
The vows were exchanged beSince my information is confidential I cannot very well fore an unusual altar arrange- _ All of the bride's attendants(their lovely lakeside home, the daughter, Lisa, Mr. and Mrs
Circle of the
Wesleyan
.The
*Sire shOrt white gloves and Men -Mac, at Panorama Shores. Charles Sexton, Mr. and Mrs:
approach her with warnings and -motherly" advice.
ment designed by the bride, of their gowns and hats were also
Briscoe of Louisville, Firsi United Methodist Church
George
Mrs.
McClure
was
assisted
in
Perhaps a word from you might help. She has read your two open entwined hearts of
iesigned and made by the serving by her mother, Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Sexton. WSCS will meet in the senior
column faithfully for years.
HEARTSICK MOTHER
varying size, made of small bride's mother.
7:30 p.m.
Loyd Wilson, and her daughter, Those calling in the after- youth room at
•••
white mums surrounded by
brother-in-law
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Jerry
Henry,
noon
were
Mrs.
Jerry
Henry.
DEAR MOTHER: A "word" from me isn't likely to help baby's breath. Directly behind
The ladies day luncheon will
The buffet dinner was serv- Cole and Mr. and Mrs Carvel
much. What she needs is a word from someone who has been the heart arrangement was a of the groom, served as best
be served at the Gallows
man
for
the
groom.
The
groomsand
Mrs.
Houston.
Mrs.
Cole
ed
from
the
dining
table
overdown that road and found that it leads to heartbreak alley. If brass arch candlelabra containCounty Country Club at noon.
men were: Tommy Walker,
your daughter has read me "faithfully," she will have seen ing 15 burning candles. On each Steve Douglass, Barry Stokes, laid with a gold linen cloth and Cruisisg.Teieprintera
Hostesses are Mesdames Cecil
held
a
it
centerpiece
of
a
floatside of the center arrangement cousin of the bride, and Greg
many such letters.
Farris, chairman, Solon Bucy,
ing white magnolia in an antiLOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) An involvement with a married man is almost without were two tree candlelabras con- Wilson, cousin of the groom.
James D. Clopton, Richard Farque
dish.
Bud
vases
of
hydranThe Jefferson County Police 4-,
exception the most painful, degrading and hopeless relation- taining nine candles each. An
Mother's Drosses
gea were used on the individual partment has applied for federal rell, Glen Hodges, Dan Hutson,
of small white
Cal Luther, J. E. McCage, Thoship a woman can experience. But unfortunately most wom- arrangement
For her daughter's wedding, tables where the guests were funds for miniature
teleprinters mas I. Miller, Frank Ryan, A.
mums and greenery was woven Mrs. Stokes chose a tailored
We Wiciovap
en have to learn the bard way.
seated
in
the
spacious
living
to be installed in police cruisers. W. Russell, A. C. Sanders, and
throughout the tree branches
semi-fitted costume by Alfred room and the north upper deck.
The teleprinters would enable
and fell into a cascade on each Werber, of aqua
silk trimmed
In addition to members of officers to receive printed mes- S. 0. Wilson.S.•
DEAR ABBY: That letter from a reader who complained
candlelabra. The pew for the with
brail and crystal-hit the the wedding party the followkA041- WO=
about the disgraceful manner in which a big fat grandma sat bride's and the groom's parents
Thursday, July 10
cuffs and pocket flaps. Her ing guests were present: Mr. sages, in addition to the present
police radio message. They also
with her dress hiked way up, showing more than folks was marked with two white sat- whimsey and shoes were of the
The Calloway County Riding
and Mrs. W. C. Elkins, Rev. and
cared to see, reminded me of how we solved a similar in bows.
same matching aqua shades and Mrs. Lawoon Williamson, Mr. would permit the_ sending of Club will meet at the riding
A program of nuptial music
problem
she wore a yellow cymbidium and Mrs John .Stamps, Mrs. messages to police officers, even ring at seven p.m_
i ••
We had a big fat aunt who was guilty of the same fault, was presented by Mrs. Raymond orchid.
Evelyn Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. if they are away from thitir
Feltner, organist, and Gus Robvehicles
teniporarily.
Spokesfor preschool
party
A
swim
but she was such a good soul we hated to hurt her feelings by
Will Ed Stokes,_ and Mrs. Gus
ertson Jr., soloist. Selections by
The groom's mother was at509 West Main
men said the printed messages through third grade will be at
Robertson
Jr.
mentioning it to her. So my eldest daughter, who wds real the soloist were, "Oh Promise
tired in a mint green two-piece
from
would
provide
Country
Club
"message
securithe
OAS
Bridesmaid
Luncheon
good with a camera, took a candid shot of Auntie at her very
Me" by De Koven, and "Be- dress of embroidered sheer.
The lovely home of Mrs. Will ty" since thern teleprinter cannot ten a.m. to one pan. Each may
worst-and I do mean "worst."
cause" by D'Hardelot. Mrs. Felt- She wore matching shoes and
invite one non-member guest
Stokes on Keenland Drive, be monitored.
Ed
We showed it to Auntie along with some others, and we ner rendered these selections whimsey and her corsage was a
scene
of
the
brideswas
the
never had one bit of trouble with her after that.
on the organ: "Always" by Irv- white cymbidium orchid.
ing Berlin, "Theme from Mon.
Mrs. Alma Stokes, grandmo- maid's luncheon for Miss Judy
PROBLEM SOLVED
do Cane" by Ortolani and Olivi- ther of the bride, Mrs. Dane Mc- Downs whose wedding to Don
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal ero, and "Whither Thou Go- Clure, and Mrs. Loyd Wilson, McClure was an event of Saturreply write to Abby, Box 19700, Los Angeles, Cal. NKr, and est" by Singer. The traditional grandmothers of the groom, all day, June 7th.
The luncheon was held on
wedding marches were used as wore white carnation corsages.
amine a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
twelve-thirty
the processional and the recessMrs. Jimmy Doran and Miss Friday, June 6, at
o'clock in the afternoon with
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to ional.
Janice Thorton kept the guest
Low," send $1 to Abby, Box Woe, Los Angeles, Cal. Ma.
Bride's Dross
register which was placed on a Mrs. Stokes as the hostess, asThe. bride, given in marriage small table covered with a sisted by her daughter Terri
by her uncle,--was lovely in her white linen cloth and decorat- Lou.
For the special occasion the'
gown
designed and made by her ed with a small container of
There are about 240 mam- Organized Whittlers
honoree
chose to wear a whitemother. The floor-length wedd- white daisies. They both wore
mal species in Australia.
sleeveless dacron knit dress
'DETROIT (UPI) - Like ing gown was of white Schiffi white carnation corsages.
Master Mark Doran and little She was presented a corsage of
'to whittle your time away? embroidered Eyelet and was
Nathe
of
members
along
simple
lines
with
a
made
So do
Miss Karen Doran distributed white daisies made similiar to
a hand nosegay.
t
tional Woodcarvers Association. gently rounded neckline, short rice bags to guests from blue
Miss Downs presented engravThe 1,300 members exchange puffed sleeves, and an empire and yellow baskets trimmed
ed.gifts
to her attendants.
supplies,
rose
above
the
gentthat
and
bodice
ribbon
contrasting
with
projects, patterns
The gueata %ere served a sareports the Encyclopedia of As- ly flared and a-line skirt. Back
Following the ceremony, the lad plate from the dining room
sociations, published by Gale interest was created with tiny
couple
left for an unannounced table covered with a white linthe
center
pearl
buttons
down
Research Co., Detroit.
wedding
trip with the bride en cloth. The centerpiece was
of
atback closing to the point
* * *
tachment of the chapel length wearing an .range linen sleeve- a large bride doll surrounded
train. The train, edged with a less jacket and skirt with an by fresh cut roses.
The individual table, also covscalloped applique, off-white blot& accented with
embroidered
Oral-Causeer
orange flowers She wore off- erer' with a white linen cloth,
as
the
bride
gracefully
flowed
and Tobacco
white alligator shoes and car- held a bud vase of roses.
descended the aisle.
Those attending were: Miss
SAN .FRANCISCO (UPI) - The bride's elbow length veil ried a straw handbag The white
Sandy
Garland, Mrs. Tommy
daisies
"Don't switch from
her
wedding
bout!" That's of triple tiered imported illus.
how DC. Sol Silverman, Jr., of Ian, was held by a headpiece of quet were pinned at her should Walker, Miss Sherry Smith,
Mrs. Jerry Henry, Mrs. Frances
the Uitiversity of California Med- clusters of petals made of alen- er.
Near to where you are
Stamps,
Mrs. Grayson McClure,
of
town
Out
no matter where you are
guests
ical Center, feels about the con lace outlined with seed
included
the following: Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Loyd Wilson, Mrs. Alma
smoking habit.
pearls.
She carried a beautiful cas- Cleatus Glover, Dee and Kent Stokes, Mrs. Edwin Stokes, the
Silverman and his colleague*
honoree, and the hostess and
recently published a study *61 c.ade bouquet of white butter- Glover, C,ochoton, Ohio; Mr. and
daughter.
636 patients treated for oral fly roses and ivy, centered with Mrs. J. D Simmons, Nashville, her
daisies.
Her
only
jewelry,
white
cancer hat year at the medical
This basket holds
center. The report said 90 per was a birthstone pendant, a gift
Information and
cent of the male and 66 per from the groom.
gifts especially
Miss Sandy Garland served as.
cent of the female patients were
helpful for you.
maid of honor and wore a blue
tobacco users.
Call your
rayon and cotton embroidered
* * *
floor-length gown made along
Welcome Wagon
AND H MOBILE HOMES
similar lines to that of the
hostess today.
bride's dress. On her head she
NEW and USED
Growing Holland
0
wore a picture style hat,with an
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
Phone.
THE HAGUE (UPI)
HWY 94, ONE HOLE EAST OF MURRAY
Th pen crown and a floppy brim
Phone 753-2375
Dutch population at the
Ovrtcc PH 753-64588
begin ade of the same material as
fling
of
1969 stood at e dress. She wore matching
12,798,271. The rise in one hoer, and carried a bouquet of
year
JOHN D. GROGAN
was
pa__ G. Horsoni
137,176, com- cluster of yellow majestic dai4
.0
kaid
i
r
i ca
mmummima
i
iiiiammie
pared
with
125,788
dur- sies with marguerite daisies
ing 1%7
t•ar g

lataucomAl
COOK'S JEWELRY

If you aregetting married...

a

Linda Adams

Ifa-otiellr/itio

timume

1 LM

•••
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OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 8 P.M.

after the

3 DAYS ONLY - THUR FRI.,SAT.
Men's Summer

Ladies

ag a sack

Suits

=makers
City Park

Dacron and Wool
Reg. $60.00 _ _ Sale $36.88
Reg. $55.00 _ _ Sale $32.88
Req. $50.00
Sale $29.88

men's Mi.be iramanwill meet
Lrlo Sprunet, at 7:30

1 Table Men's Perma-Press

12
be held at
ub. A free
ted at 6:30
ed to sign
or call 753Thursday

Reg. $4.00 - Sale $2.88
Reg. $3.00 - Sale $1.88

13
reunion by
cc Morgan
.am will be
City Park
tvilion.
0,1
,
4 fe,
..0

Pis

Portugal
pig wauted
er than the
mom a herd
.ci a ship,
h speed and
DI the Forcame to a
room and
the ship --

N,

1 Group Men's

Slacks

Shirts

Reg. $7.00

Sale 488

1 Group Men's

Men's

Walk Shorts
/
1
2 Price

Straw Hats
/
1
2 Price

LADIES DRESSES
Reg.$ 5"to $ 7°° - --- Sale $ 3.44
Reg.$ 8"to $10°° - - -- Sale $ 5.44
Reg.$11°° to $13°° - - - - Sale $ 7.44
Reg.$1400 to $16°° - - - - Sale $ 9.44
0
Reg.$17°° to $20
'
$11.44
PLASTIC FREEZER BOXES
(Can Be Dropped Into Boiling Water)
11 pt. size - - - - Sale 12for $1.00
1/ pt.size---Th Sale10 for$1.00
1t.size - - -- Sale _ for $1.00

AP

Boy's
Walk Shorts
1/4 Off

Sale 88 pr.

up to

Sale $2.88 yd.
Area

Avacado Green

Throw Rugs

Cookware

SPECIAL!

SETS
Reg. $18.99

Sale 448°

Sale 800

Special $1.88

special:81V

Req. $3.00

Values to $8.99

Sale 880

Sale $4"

One Group

One Table

Drapes
Sale $40°

Gadgets

WOMEN'S DRESS_SHOES
Values to $12.99
Sale $5.88 Costume Jewelry Childrens Shoes
Values to $10.99
Sale $3.88
/
1
2 Price
Sale $1.88 pr.
Values to $5.99

ONLY ONE TO SELL!
State Pride

ea.

500 ea.
Boys

Pajamas

Knit Shirts

SPECIAL!

SPECIAL!

$1°° ea.

Swe_cper Vaccum

Material
Values to $1.99 yq.
SPECIAL!

Reg. $3.00
SALE

Reg. $4.00
SALE

Sale $12.88

10 inch

$1.88

$3.44

Children.

Children.

Pant Dresses
Sale $288

Coats

Childrens

Dresses
3 to 8X
Reg. Values
to $3.49 - SALE $1.58
Reg. Values
$9
to $6.00 - SALE 3.44
Reg. Values
to $9.99 - SALE $5.44

One Group Children.

Dresses

Reg. $3.99

Material
4 yds.$1"

SPECIAL!

SPECIAL!

880 pr.

Dresses
Values to $ .4.00 - Sale $ 2.00
Values to $ 5.0Q.- Sale $ 3.00
Values to $ 6.00- Sale $ 3.88
Values-to $ 7.00 -- Sale $ 4.00
Values to $10,00- Sale
5.88
Values to $19.99 - Sale $12.88

Childrens Shorts

B.eg-$2.99 - Sale $1.88
Reg,34.99 - Sale $2.88
Reg. $5.99 - Sale $3.88

One Group Ladles

Sleeveless Shifts
Rog. $4.99

Sale $344

Shirts
Values to $5.00

SPECIAL!

Short Sets

500 pr.

Reg.
$3.99 - SALE $2.00

Sale $2"
LADIES-SUMMER STRAW BAGS
Reg. '8.00
Reg.'6.00
..
Reg.'5.00
Reg. '4.00
Reg'. '3.00
- One Group _ _ _ _
•

''''''

Immilimmia=44====d16:1==.

Sale $5.44
Sale '4.44
Sale '3.88
,
Sale 13.44
Sale 12.44
Price
11=0.

•

Bathing Suits
Reduced/
1
4

One Growp Ladles

One Group Ladies

Co-Ordinates

Co-Ordinates

$488 $488 $488

C.....4•MIIMME

• --

Reg. $4.00
Reg. $5.99
Reg. $7.00
Reg. $8.00

____
___
_
_
_

Sale $1.00
Sale $2.00
Sale $2.88
Sale $3.44

Ladies Slacks

Values to
to $4,99- SALE $1.44
Values to
$8.99 - SALE $2.88

Reg. 1.99-2.50 __ Sale $1.44
Reg. 2.99-3.50 __ Rale $2.44
Reg. 4.50
Sale $2.88

Girls 7-14 -Girls 7-14

Ladies Shorts
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

$ 3.99
$ 4.99
$ 5.99
$ 9.00
$10.00

_
__
_
___
_
_

Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale
Sale

$2.44
$2.88
$3.88
$4.88
$5.88

Ladles

Knit Slim bins
Values to $ 9.00 _ _ Sale $5.
Values to $11.00 _ Sale $6.8
Values to $14.00 __ Sale $7.
4.•
- Ladles ---

Shorts
$388
$5.00 n eg._ $5.00_Ski
Blouses sale $288
Shorts
SALE

Sale $2
"
- Reg. $3.99

*
Sole
- Reg. $8.00 • .

$388

Req. $4.99

faiMMMO4C0

Slack Sets

Values
to $2.49- SALE $1
.44
Values
to $3.25- SALE $1'
.88
Values
to $4.00- SALE $2•44

One ciroup

Ladles

Skooter
Shirts
Jacket
I/111ft'
Skirts
Shorts
lieg. $8.99 Reg. $8.99 Reg. $0.99, Res..A19,99 _Reg. b
--BALI
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
$788
$388

Sale $3.44
Childrens Suits

Tops

Shorts

Childrens

Ladies Shorts

by Bestform
Assorted Colors
Reg. $6.00

Dresses

Girls 7-14

Values to '1.69 - Sale 54'
Values to 2.5$
- Sale 88'

Bra Slips

1

One Group Girls

, One Group

Men's*

Reg. $13.99 - Sale $6.88
Reg. $11.99 - Sale $4.88
Reg. $10.99
Sale $3.00

Girls 7-14

Values up
to $3.99-SALE $1•
00
Values up
to $6.99-SALE $1.88
Values up
to $9.99-SALE L.

One Group

]
Shortie Pajamas
Men's

One Group

One Table

Boys Shorts

One Table

Summer

SPECIAL!

One Group

Sale $12.88
Assorted Colors

Bedspreads

SP° pi
•

Price

/
1 2

Reg. $1.00

Purses

Boys

Reg. $1.00 yd. -• SALE

wide

3-Position - Reg. $85.00

One Group

Values to $7.99

72

Shoes

BASEMENT BARGAINS

CorroN SLIPS

Fabrics
2 yds. $1.00

Material

Pitcher

Chairs

SPECIAL!

IA Off

One Group Summer

DOUBLE KNIT

Ladies Tennis

Panties
4 pr.$1.00

REDUOED1

Hats

Refl. $1.29

Aluminum

RECLINER

Nylon

Sport Coats

Ladies

Panty Hose

One Table
Boy's Summer

July 10, 11. I 120

%CO(

Reg WOO

Sale $3.88
Ladies Blouses
Reg i4-$4
SALE
$000
SALE

$4.88

Ladies Knit Tops
Reg. $ 3.99
Reg. $ 8.00
Reg. $ 8.00
Reg $11.00

___
___
___
_

Sale $2.44
Sale $3.88
Sale $4.88
Sale $5.88

One Group Ladles
•

Bathing Suit
Raga Values to $icoo

Sale $3.00
A-
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Journalists Colorful Group, Said Colorful
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Maybe I'm
prejudiced, but I think that journalists are a pretty colorful and
exciting body of men and women.
Someone once said that a journalist is a newspaperman who
Isn't working, but even at that I
hold to my admittedly romantic
view.
It amazes me, therefore, to
note the almost complete lack

focusing on a television report- ds series on NBC-TV, the comedienne will pprtray the wife of a
er?
It is a small consolation that in sports writer. We have had these
next season's new Debbie Reynol- situation comedy journalist before, and you begin to wonder
If television isn't subtly undermining faith in newspapermen. 1
mean, why not make him a sportscaster?
The newspaper reporter, I
think, may have beeiBmore totally glamorous a personality, and
probably still is, than most video
correspondents, simply because
of the nature of the television
business. I mean, a newspaperman puts his pencil and paper
in his pocket and is off to the
races himself, without having
to worry about cables from equipment, or cameras, or other
similar complications.
Anyway, we are, taken all together, a splendid group ofladies
and gentlemen, charming, dashing, colorful, brilliant, and great
company, and I can't, for the life
of me, understand why nobody
is doing us justice on the teler
BRITAIN'S PRINCE Charles
vision screen.

of newsmen as heroes of television entertainment series nowadays. And after reading about
the very successful revival of
"The Front Page" in New York
not long ago, I am puzzled ev
more about video's inability to
put together a series that truly
captures the colorful nature of
the news business.
I'm really not being old-fashioned in my orientation. I know
that "film" - which used to be
called, simply, "movies" - is
the big deal today. But of course
newsmen are no longer simply seems to take to the Prince
in the newspaper business. If of Wales business real well.
you want to be modern and paro- The crown contains 75 diachial about it, why not a series
monds,and 12 emeralds.

By LEON BURNE`TT
WASHINGTON UPI — Odds and
end from the nation's capitalmostly odd:
Rep. James Symington,D- bio.,
who's pulled some time on the
entertainment circuit, had some
advice for future Democratic batsmen afterthe Republicans woo
7 to 2 in the annual congressional
baseball game.
"First, on the fast ball I suggest that if you hear the tall
hit the glove, it is probably
fruitless to swing.
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"Second, in handling the curve,
do not be alarmed by the noise.
It is the normal sound of the
landing gear falling into place.
"Finally , if you have been
standing there for 60 seconds
and have not noticed anything,
perhaps you should walk with

Safety's the reason for a bar
attached to the bathtub rim.
Among the news releases was
Small children and elderly a little magazine titled "underpersons grip the thing when standing" - and the lead articl
stepping into and out of the tub. was "Flaws in the Fly" by Dr.
One dual-purpose unit provides a Daniel W. Fry.
1 3 - i nch bar with space
Not concerned with men's appunderneath for soap and bathing arel at all, but with unidentified
accessories. Easily sponged flying objects.
clean, pe vinyl bonded tray is
water and rustproof.
(Brearley Co., 2107

Kishwaukee St., Rockford, Ill.).

tk LA1-1%

NS —TV
Chimera 4

ae
ia

dignity back to the dugout.
"You are out."
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VISION SCHEDULE

CRAZY WORLD
Of WASHINGTON

Norway is called the Land
of the Midnight Sun.

10 00 iPersonalty30 o
sau.r.
Jeopardy
1 1 :00
•30 Eye Guess

Country Journal
CBS News
Country Junction
Country Junction
Junction. Wthr
Captain Kangaroo
Captain Kangaroo
Mike Douglas Show
Mike Douglas Show
Andy of Mayberry
Dick Van Dyke Show
Love of Life, News
Search for Tomorrow

Family Theater
Bozo Show
Bozo Shaw,
Bozo Show
Bnzo Show
Lucy Show

Hazel
r:
t rr : nA.AAozrree

Shcw
Show

Bewitched
That Girl

WEDNESDAY AFTER NOON PROGRAMS
Show
1 2 -0030 Noon
Noon Show
1

:
:i10 Days of Our Lives
30 Doctors
Another World
You Don't Sas,
Match Garnet News
30 Flih•stones
Allen ludden'll
3
C11 °attar,
Summer Afternoon
30 HuntleY Brinkley

2 1:
3 00
i

5 :,09

et's Make a Deal
Dream House
New:ywrd Game
ating Game
GYneral Hospital
One Lit. `.. Live
,t; Sy, lows
Mr. Ed
Gillioan's Island
Beverly Hillbillies
Movie:
"Andy Hardy Comes I Love LUCY
Home"
ABC Evening News
CBS Evening News
Bronco

•
as the World Turns
Many Spiendored
Guiding Light
Secret Storm
Edge of Night

'00 News; Wthr ; Sots
:30 The Virginian
:00 The Virginian
:33 The Virginian
:00 The Music Hall
:30 The Music Hall
:00 Porter Wagoner Sh
:30 Kitty Wells Show
:00 News; Wthr.; Sots.
-10 Tonignt Show
00 3ori4ght Show
•t0 Tonight Show
:00
:30

:30

Soo,ts Bronco
Here Come the Brides ,
Here Come the Brides
The Good Guys
The King Family
!levet:11v Hillbillies
Movie:
Green Acres
"Two Rode Together"
Hawaii Five-0
Movie
Hawaii Five 0
Movie
News; Wthr
Sports News; Wthr.; seem
ParrY Mason
Moyle:
•
Mason
"Bikini Beach"
Marshal Dillon
Mottle
Movie
Movie
Joey Bistto0 Show
— Joey -Bishop Show
Joey Bishop Show
News.Wirw

Tarzan

Ta•Zaft

By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
4

pressed on paper napkins or

boxes or anything that is designed for temporary use and discarded.

a
.

NEW YORK UPI - That Ameri-

can flag you fly today ought to be
hoisted briskly and lowered ceremoniously. It's the law. Don't raise it before sunrise
and please take it down before
sundown. That's also the law. lit
it's raining, don't fly it-against
the law.
Public Law 623, adopted in
1942, contains other guidelines
on flag etiquette. The sunrise,
sunset and rain rules are part
of this federal flag code.
The flag should be clean and
untattered. If you've replaced a
worn and torn one with a new
flag, there's always the question
of how to dispose of the old
one. Don't make a duster out of
it. That's against the law, too,

HI
Here's a way to clear a broom
closet of extra equipment: a
rolling dustpan that seems to
combine carpet sweeper and
dustpan in a single unit. It
sweeps up all dirt in its path, and
automatically deposits it in a
built-in dustpan beneath the
,,sweeper. Empty the pan by
pressing a lever. Unlike a
conventional carpet sweeper,
this unit works on linoleum,
wood floors, and pavements, as
well as carpeting.
Metropolitan Housewares
Corp., 101-04 Liberty Ave.,
Ozone Park, N.Y.).

Aireonditli
tric bitzhe
MU.
TWO carPet9d,
refrigerate
era only,

SECRET IS OUT—Sen. George
S. McGovern, D-S.D., discloses in Washington that he
met secretly last spring with,
the Communists' chief negotiators in Paris. He said he
found the Communists to be
adamant in their demands
for withdrawal,of American
troops from Vietnam and an
end to the "unqualified embrace" of the Saigon regime
by Washington.

10' WIDE
ax'. Phone
p. m. Wil
don DilL

SPACE
Estates Ma

ion, South
month. In
sewage, ga
streets. Ph;

NICE 1967
bedroom I
lag, water
Lakeway M
C.411 753-44

FOUR ROC
apartment.
ditioning, ;
appointmer
No pets. F

50' x 10' II

conditionin

Murray.

Phone 753

ONE ANT
Wiled apart
Zimmerma
753-6609

of the
WALES LIKES WALES—Hailed wherever he goes, the Prince
of Wales (left) smiles as he shakes hands with Sandra
Davies, 9, in Llandudno, while being presented to Brownie
and Boy Scout troops. He is on a four-day tour of Wales.
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WEST itENTUCKUURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
Will Be Held This Year On
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SAM BAH
Murray, I
753-8061. '
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Hospital Report
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Write To
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WANTED:

Should Not Touch

1654 College Terrace Dr., Murray; Amos McCarty, 220 No,13th - The flag should not touch
St.,
Murray; Charles Haley,Dex- 'anything beneath it, ground, floMrs. bioela Fitts, 812 No. 20th
ter;
B. D. Smith, Rte. 2, Box 88, or, water, merchandise, shrubs.
St., Murray; Mrs. Vernie How- The flag should never be
ard, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Marused as a receptacle for relene Miller, Rte. 1, Mayfield; Asheboro, No. Carolina; Don L. ceiving, holding,tarrying or deMrs. Julia Moody, Rte, 5, Murr- Fuqua, 1613 Calloway, Murray; livering anything.
ay; Mrs. Kathy Joe Black & Baby Mrs. Donna Hickok & Baby Boy, - It should never be fastened,
Boy, Rte. 2, Farmingtou; Mrs. 21 Orchard Hgts., Murray; Mrs, displayed, used or stored in such
Sarah M. Simmons, Rte. 1, Bucha manner as will permit it to
anan, Tenn.; Mrs. Lillie B. Bizz- Linda F. Odom & Baby Girl, be easily torn, soiled or damaell, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Mamie Rte. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Bobbie Ed- ged.
Page, 1312 Sycamore, Murray: monson, &I Baby Boy,Rte. 5, MurThe flag should not be used
ray; Raymond Dixon,Sha-Wa Cir- as any portion of a costume or
DISMISSALS
cle,( in (ore of Luther Nance) athletic uniform,
Master Jody Anderson, Rte. 5, Murray:
- The flag should never be
Murray; Master Brian Gingrass,

WANTED:
Inquire at
teurant,
Center afte

EVEiNING
ience need
mission de

You're supposed to dispose of
the flag in a dignified way, preferably burning it and burying the
ashes.
When displayed the flag should
always have stars to the left.
Other tips from the flag code:
- Don't drape it over hood,
top, sides or back of a vehicle
or boat. When displayed on a
car the flagstaff should be fixed
firmly to the chassis.
No other flag or pennant should
be placed above the American
flag.
The flag never should be
displayed with the union stars
ea _blue field down except as a
signal of dire distress.

-

Kim Pennington. eon of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Pennington of Routs Three Murray, will appear on WSIL-TV, Channel 3, on the Hour Show COO to 5:00 p.m., Wednesday. July
9. Kim, a piano major at Murray State University, will be
featured along with David Sutherland also a Music miller at
Murray State, Harry Reed, flamenco and classic guitarist,
Gordon Geheen and Will Stice, classic guitarists and Les
Ann Reed, pianist. Lee Ann Is a student of Mn. Neale Mason
of Murray.

1

embroidered on such articles
as cushions or handkerchiefs and
the like, printed or otherwise im-

Dispose In Dignified Way

'WEDNESJAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
i

rules Fir—Ming
Nation's Flag

used for sth_ertising purpo.ses *any manner. It should not be

at the

SOUTH MARSHALL HIGH
SCHOOL

I

In Marshall County
THE PROGRAM WILL BEGIN AT
—

AND ENTERTAINMENT WILL CONTINUE
THROUGHOUT THE DAY!

I

•

to

29C

A BARBECUE LUNCH WILL BE SERVED
,AT NOON

Red or Black
or $2.90 A Dozen

•

Mix I

•
0

ir

Matchj

Ledger & Times

- tit MEMBERS .
5.

Arr.
a

•

1

-Car.

Central Daylight Time

'Allows us to Slash the Price 1
1

10:0G O'CLOCK

.
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FOUR DIE IN MOF4AWK RIVER - -The car in which four per._
sons perished after it ,crashed through a guard Mil and
plunged 30 feet Into the Mohawk River-at Crescent, N.Y.,
rEmed Tram -tne-wattrr -sevetm AlTiir-s-Arter•-tlre crash". The - -leg of one victirn and the foot of another are Sticking outof a rear %villainy. The victims were identified as Karl'Petk0v, 45; his wife Anna, 40; their daughter .Cimko, 21., and
Mrs. Vk'anda ZattWski. The tatter's husband Nasmir, 42,
.
,
was able to escape from the sunken ear.

of the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation are urged to attend this meeting.
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL EL ECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
-

John Edd Walkey,
Manager

•
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A total of 43 difforent vegetables are grown in the Lower
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- MASSEY FURGUS01 hay Mier AUCTION: 6:00 P. M. 'tatting Elio Grande
Valley of Texas
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. and New-Holland rake in good time at 1305 Story Avenue,
luring the winter season.
M. Sanders. Phone
NOTICE

WANTED: day cook. Will train.
Inquire at Genoa Italian Restaurant, Dixieland Shopping
Center after 5:00 p. in.
J-8-C
APPLICATIONS are now belog taken for a full time man
in the automotive and sporting goods department at Big K.
Apply in person.
J-SC
WANTED: The Palace Drive-In
is open 24 hours each day. We
have some full time jobs available on the day ahift, evening
shift and night shift. A.pply in
person only. Palace Drive-In at
!rye Points.

Lynnville. Er.

POE SALM

AUCTION SALS

3834176, condition. Can be seen after
July8-C 4:30 pm. or call Puryeer 347$940. John McCuiston, Pumas
Route 2.
1714C

1111Gif TOP PAVINhi
No Jobs to Smelt or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Confect:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

NEW HEAVY DUTY cutters,
85HP gear box, stump jumper
and solid tail wheaL Heavy enough to cut 4" bushes, gentle
enough to cut your lawn.
pick-up models, 1325.00. Also
4' pick-up and 5' pull models.
Vinaon Tractor Co., 7334892.
July 1SC

r

July 10, 1909. Wayne Wilma,
* * *
Auctioneer, Phone 753-3303.'
The bear is a protected game
Beds complete, riding coat, she
16, vanities, with triple mirror, inimal in New Mexico and may
chair and 'tool, desk, couch, be hunted by license only in the
end tables, child's table, lamp, proper season.
pots and plants, refrigerator,'
stove, cabinet, breakfast room
suite, white desk and chair, walnut end table, mattress, stereo
ACROSS
3.Tonsoriel artist
stand, typewriter stand, uphol.1,4-Novelties
ster and cotton material, baby
1 Spider's trap
5-Anger
4 Suiti
6-Articles of
bassinet, baby high chair, baby
8 Matures
furniture
potty chair, antique dresser and 12
Period of
7-Rain and hail
baby bed, kitchen ware and
time
8-Writers
13 Seat in Asia
9-African
numerous other items, including 14
Two-toed sloth
antelope
garden tools.
.1-10-C 15 Goddess of
10-Organ of

TUES1M1 -.11 1Li

ithito

TAX RISE TREAT

WASHINGTON UPI - Rep. Wright Patman, D-Tex., has called
on President Nixon to clamp a
lid on the prime interest rate,
to prevent it from rising again
beyond the present 8.5 per cent
record rate. In a letter to Nixon
during the weekend, Patman said
top administration officials told
him they have no plans to prevent another increase. "The
people are disturbed about this
Issue and it is devastating for
them to be told that their federal
government has clone and will
do nothing to protect them,"
Patman said,
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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REPOSSESSED 1969 Zig-Zag
sewing machine in modern console. Makes buttonholes, monohealing
hearing
grams, blind stitches without
16 Certificate
11 Petition
issued as
I7-A
continent
attachments. Sold new for $269.WANTED TO BUY
evidence of
(abbr )
50. Will sacrifice for ;42.60 or
debt
for
19
Symbol
NOTICE
EVENING FREE???" No exper$5.00 per month. Phone 753- WANTED: Child size desk. 18-Amounts owed
tantalum
Applications
will
be
acience needed to earn 25% corn.
22-Small lump
Girt's name
Phone 763-3110.
.1-10-C 20
cepted at the Health De- E653.
24 Earth goddess
21 -Babylonian
33-Emerge
43 Cooled lava
mission demonstrating toys. No
Den
25
deity
victorious
44 Slave
partment for Registered
investment.
Car
neceesary
22-Damp
36-Printers45-Burden
volcano
measure
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan; Nurse and Public Health FOUR NEW 1969 Zig-Zag sew46 Devours
23-Eye closely
37-Strike out
47 Posed for
27 Sailor (colloq ) 27-Hits lightly
Johnst:wn, Pa, 15902. H-J-10-P Nurse positions. Experience ing machines with 20 year guar38-Puzzle
28-Competent
TROOPS MAY LEAVE
portrait
In Pubhc Health is desirable antee. These nationally adver29-PossesSes
,29-Chapeau
40 Measuring
48 Prefix: three
30-Massive"
WANTED: Baby sitter, day but not required. Applica- tised sewing machines will make
30-Opening
device
49 Knoek
31-Hebrew month
32 Substances
41-Cutting tool
50 Decay
hours, 5 days a week for three tion forma and additional in- buttonholes, sew on buttons, sew
GOT A TRAFFIC TICKET Dolly DeLeon, 6, inspects her miniCANBERRA, Australia UPI. 32 Insane
children for remainder of sum- formation can be secured by over pins, and 90W many creat33-Existed
l
bike in Denver, Colo., where she got a ticket while riding it
mer. Phone 753-8594 after 4:00 coming to the Health De- ive designs without using at- Australia might pull Out all Its 34-PrePosition
in the alley behind her home. No driver license.
p. in.
J-10-C partment. Completed appli- tachments, and will be sold for 8,000-man force from South Viet- 35-Fold
cations will be accepted thru only $31.90 each. Terms can nam if a "great and continuing" 37-Plunge
38-Period of
July 15th., 1969.
POE RUNT
J-8-.0 be arranged. For free trial call U. S. troop withdrawal occurred, 39-Dispatchedtime
PROPOSES CUT
CANCELS TRIP
Prime Minister John Gorton said 40
Paducah 442-8605 collect
-Number
:•
TWO - BEDROOM apartment.
1-10-C Sunday. He said a reduction of 41 Indefinite
Air-conditioner, carpets, elseMAL OSTATI FOR &ALI
article
his country's force rather than
1968 SINGER Style-O-Matic and Its total evacuation would endan- 42 Caudal
tric kitchen, carporL Can 7E3WASHINGTON UPI - Sen. WillPARIS UPI. U. N. Secretary
11675.
17C BY OWNER: Three-bedroom desk-makes buttonholes, sews ger those Australians remaining. 44 appendage
iam Proxmire, D-Wis. has proGeneral
Thant
cancelled
a
trip
Banish
brick home on large lot All on buttons, monograms, emto Europe this week because of an posed a $10 billion cut in mill47 Pennants
TWO - BEDROOM apartment, electric, central air and heat. I broiders, appliques, and sews
51 Tibetan gazelle
"acute
inflammation," the U.N.'tary spending rather than conttncarpeted, air-conditioned,
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone creative designs without using
5 -Sandarac tree
Information Center announced fling the income tax surcharge,
refrigerator. Couples or teeth- 753-7525.
August-8-C
attachments.
Ten year guaran53-Short iacket
Sunday night. Thant, due in Paris to reduce inflation "We've had
o
era only. Phone 753-2898.
54 Small rug
•INViiiiiiii
tee, full price only $53.30
Apnea is the medical term 55-Gratuities
45 ACRES on blacktop, 11 miles
Tuesday to meet French Presi- the surcharge for a year and the
10' WIDE air-conditioned trail- west of Murray. 6-room home, or $5.45 per month, terms. For for suspension of breathing.
dent George Pompidou, was und- cost of living has gone up higher
56-Nerve network
free
home
trial
call
Paducah
er. Phone 753-2930 after 4:00 barns, and well.
* * *
57 Paid notices
er a doctor's care in New York. than ever," Proxmire said in a
.1-10-C
p. m. Will accept girls. Bran- 113 FT T. V. A. lake front, 442-8605 collect.
television interview , Face the
DOWN
Thu
Barbary
Apr is a tailless
don Dill
TFC phone, electric and water avail- BRACE yourself for a tbll the
* * *
Nation - CBS, "People still have
able, zoned commercial.
- first time you use Blue Lustre monkey living in Algeria, Moroc- _ 1 -Unwanted
to
pay taxes on top of the price
SPACE AVAILABLE, Coach
plant
The population of India as of
GROCERY with living quart- to clean rugs. Rent electric co and Gibraltar.
rise."
2-Great Lake
--Estates Mobile Home SubdivisDistr. by United eater,
4.24fi.
was
1969,
April
532,71
1,
to.
8
ers, oU Mill highway, 1 acre shampooer $1. Big K. .1-12-C
ion, South 16th Street. $25
lot
month. Includes city water, UNITED
FARM Agency 2 miles CHROME TABLE and four
sewage, garbage pickup. Paved south on
Excellent
condition.
U. S. 641, Phone 753- chairs.
streets. Phone 753-3855. J-8-C 5067.
.1-8-C Phone 753-5886.
NICE 1967 ALL.ELECTRIC two COMMERCIAL
PEANUTS
AFTER A FEW YEARS, HOL6EvER,
RUNNING AROUND (N THE
BUILDING for SIXTEEN registered Jersey heibedroom trailer, . air-condition- sale or
rent, 2600 square feet. fers, seven heavy springers, all
FEET
BARE
THE EXCITEMENT WEARS OFF!
IN
YOuR
GRASS
Located
furnished.
at
water
ing,
COOL!
-THE 6-RAs5
Five miles out of Murray on a are artifically sired. James
VERY
EXCITING...
BE
y
CAN
Lakeway Mobile Home. No pets. main highway. Call
Foster,
five
miles
west
of
Ha753-6508 or
is SOFT
Call 753-4467 for appointment. days 753-8004.
zel, phone 492-8499.
.1-9-C
.1-8-C
DOWNSTAIRS apartment, four LIVING ROOM furniture, TV,
FOUR ROOM furnished upstairs ,rooms, electric heat, two blocks twin size bed. Call 753-8648 afapartment carpeting, air con- from University. Prefer coup- ter seven p. m.
J-9-C
ditioning, all electric. Seen by le. Telephone 753-1503. .1-8-C
DALMATION PUPPIES for sale.
appointment at 713 Elm Street.
/So pets. Phone 753-4467. .1-8-C THREE-BEDROOM brick home. Excellent bloodlines. AKC ReCentral heat and air, 1% baths, gistered. Telephone 642-3151,
50' x 10' HOUSE TRAILER. Air- built-in kitchen, carpeted thro- Paris, Tennessee.
.1-12-NC
•(/
Sc,y4./z aconditioning. 2% miles from ughout. Phone 753-4516 after
DRESSER
mirror.
AND
Chest
Murray. $70 a month rent. 5:00 p. in.
.1-14-NC
of drawers. Early American
J-8C
Phone 753-6231.
BY OWNER: 10 acre farm, sofa. Study desk. Gall 753-6360.
ONE AND two-bedroom furn- three-bedroom, with bath, airJ-10-C
ished apartments on South 10th. conditioning, 9' x 28' utility
DON'T YOU LIKE
I MADE A CAKE FOR
C.,._
Zimmerman Apartments. Phone room, 15' x 20' closed in porch. TAPPAN GAS range. Price
$15.00.
753-6392.
Phone
.1-10-C
753-6609
FISH- FLAVORED CAKE?
MY CAT'S B I RTH DAY-- Phone 492-8658
.1-14-P
_
20' x.12' PONTON with cabin,
TRY A PIECE .2
SERVICES OFFEIUID
couch sink, table, cabinets, coAUTOS FOR SALO
mode, and 50 H. P.'Evinrude,
6.1b
SAM HARRIS Water Service, 1965 CHEVROLET truck, clean with 30 gallon gas tank. Call
Murray, Ky., Route 5, phone and in good shape. Phone 753- 753-6842.
.1-14-P
753-8081. "Pure City Drinking 4847.
.14-C
ANTENNA and Rotor, $50.00.
.T-10-P
Water".
110%
CHEVROLET
pick-up. Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 p.
1988
, ALL SMALL appliances and Long wheel base. Like new.
-.1-14-NC
II
J-10-C
power mowers repaired, heating Phone753-6533.
USED COUCH, chair, electric
elements on electric ranges in
•Z-•
your home, hand saws filed. 1968 VOLKSWAGEN Sunliner, stove and automatic washer.
MHO
sedan
with
push
out
windows.
/1„.• 40111
Call 753-8087, 512 rear, South
Phone 753-2737.
Nsbinmabb
Take
1•••••••
over
Phone
payments.
753J-12-P
12th.
2521.
J-10-C 1968 TRIUMPH Tiger 500 c. c,
- •ii "Oft
•.7. eq. LI S Pe•
2000 miles, perfect condition
WILL DO painting., Contact
/e/Y/E-- if7L/SH.1.4/ I_ E=1;;L_ JuLy.8.
-.ESr.4••••.
0 t*O• b,
Truman Edwards, 504 North 1966 CHEVELLE SS, 4-speed, Phone 753-6565 after five p.
Sharp,
mileage
local,
396.
low
0th. Phone 753-8507. J-10-P car. Phone 753-3178. .1-10-NC 111.
J-10-C
FRA.MOUS five string Folk guitar with strap, case, picks and
Kapo. Phone 753-8502. J-14-C
WANTED: Curb girls or boys.
Apply in person at Jerry's Res.
Laurent on South 12th Street.
J-10-C

between 8:00 a. m. and
500 p.

r.

•
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by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

MO,
41110.

41.

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

49.00

4.1

"MI=

Abbie 'N Slats

BOY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
FOR

PAPER
ROUTE
APPLY AT

THE LEDGER & TIMES

22 CUBIC FOOT chest type
deep freeze, $120.00. Phone 4362250.
.1-10-P
1950 FOUR-SPEED BMW. Phone
753-0021.
.1-10-NC
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper
motorcycle, 1200 cc. Engine recently overhauled. Phone 753.1-14-P
4620.
1964 TRI-PACER for sale. 125
H. P., 200 hours since major
overhaul, Mk III radio, good
fabric, full panel, new upholn
tery and carpet, good tires,
based at Kentucky Darn Airport
Best offer over $3500. Contact
Bob Elliott, Calvert City, Ky.
July8-P
CROCHETED Afgans. Call 435J-8-P
5301.
BY OWNER Three - bedroom
brick on Keeneland Drive. Extras including separate paneled
family room; carpeting throughout, avacado refrigerator, rangeand dishwasher; disposal; large
landscaped lot. Under $23,000..1.8-C
00. Phone 753-7424.

by R. Van Buren :
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• UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE_

LET'S CHOW 'EM DOWN WHILE
•
WE CAN . HERE, BECKY PACKED _•
CORNERS
4;4 i CRABTREE
CANNERY
AN EXTRA ONE 0' HERSPECIALS. DIG IN. "APVN
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TROUBLE IS,THE CANNERY EMPLOYS"VBECKY SAYS,"A
LITTLE 0' 71-415
MORE'N HALF THE ABLE-BODIED
MEN IN "TOWN. WHEN
AND A LITTLE 0'
IT SHUTS DOWN,
THAT." LIKE IT??
HEY, SLATS,
THE TOWN'S IN
WHAT'S IN THIS
REAL TROUBLE.' SANOW/Cii

LIKE IT?!
IT'S OUT OF
THIS WORLO,
NEIGHBOR!
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Lil' Abner

by Al Capp :
1

F LEE SILLY

aurONLY FOR

AEPORT/1416.1
YES -WERE IS
A LOOK ArLOVE
/N
EYE--

7NELUXUR/ES
YOU GIVE
NOT AOR YOU

MJASELF!!

CHUCKLE!
DON'T'
WORRY-/T
W LL BE
FOR ME--

- - A5 SOON AS /

CUT OFF
rk/05E LUXURIES!!

NA HAI HEE
Nom

-5HUADCERt.rPIAIEN MIA
LAUGHS L/KE
5/WE/SNIT
WIDAAAI
!
.1

rpm,:

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Lemon and white female pointer bird dog, about
elle • Yers:Old. Call 733-5082. J-10-C
LOST: Man's Omega watch at
Ken-Lake beach. Reward offerJ-14-P
ed. Phone 762-2423.

III,
••!

.0'Tie

- _•
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Fair Plans
(Conflation From Rage 1)

(Continued From liege 1)

TUESDAY — JULY' 8 1969

mUILRAY. KINTUCKY

TIME,

Ernmit Washburn's
Rites Wednesday

Education Today

Post-High Year
Offers Student
Second Chance

Funeral services for Emmit
beauty contest at 8 o'clock when
morning, according to hospital
Washburn, age 91, will be held
approximately 40 lovely girls
officials.
Mr. Pritchett had abrasions to Wednesday at two p.m. at the
will be vying for the "Mini
chapel of the Filbeck-Cann FunCalloway County Fair" title.
leg, was x-rayed and released,
eral Home, Benton, with Rev
while Leon had abrasions to the
Tile beauty contest is sponJulian Warren and Rev. B.. J
lower lip and was also released,
sored jointly by the Murray WoBurpoe officiating.
according to the officials at the
manes Club Sigma Department
Burial will be in the Olive
hospital.
and the Murray Jaycees.
Cemetery. Friends may call at
Cars involved in the collision
The Jersey Cattle shows for
the funeral home.
the Open and FFA — 4-H diviswere 1969 Chevrolet four door
Washburn died Sunday at 6:40
ions will be the highlight Tuessedan driven by Ralph J. Thop.m. at the Westview Nursing
mure of St. Mary's, Mo., age
day morning beginning at 10
Home, Murray. He is survived
a.m.
42, and a 1982 Pontiac four
by two daughters, Mrs. RayBY FREDERICK TREESH, United Press International
Tuesday evening will feature
door sedan driven by Pritchett.
(Mary) Morris of Hardin
Police said Thomure was go- mond
He finished at the top of his class but the high school
the nerve tingling King Kova2
In a poor, rural area had so little to offer he's redly not
ing west on Chestnut Street, and Mrs. Robert (Dorothy) WeaAuto Daredevils, who will perver of Melvindale, Mich.; two
prepared for college.
making a left turn on 12th
form 28 death defying stunt
Street, and that Pritchett was sons, William of Benton Route
events beginning at 8 p.m.
Four
and
John
of
Or, he a a product of an
Princeton;
sity of Caulornin
Wednesday at 10 a.m. the
going south on 12th Street when
W. C. Adams
one sister, Mrs. Ludie Gregory
urban school system, where
Holstein — Friesian Cattle Show
the collision occurred. Both
FANTON BELEEYES the
of Benton; five grandchildren;
the teaching is acceptable
with divisions in the open and
drivers told police that the
transitional year, in which
W.
five
great
grandchildren.
-PTA — 4-H classes will begin
light was green for them, ac—but poor motivation and' the students are not regisSPACE PROGRAM —In Russia on a goodwill tour, U.S. astrocording to the police report.
In the large show arena of the
tered students at a college,
social
pressure detracted
naut Frank Borman (left) is greeted by cosmonauts Cheris preferable to admitting
cattle exhibition building.
Damage to both cars was on
from
his
grade
average.
man
Titov
(right)
and
Georgie
Beregovoi (looking over
them through lowered
The Battle of the Bands and
Wilson Insurance Agency, 202 the front end.
Borman's shoulder) in Moscow. The other man is an uniMUST HIGHER educastandards as "special $ t
Teenage Night, great successes South Fourth Street, announced
dentified translator.
dents," as some institutions
Cablephoto)
tion write off either of
Jest year, will be the feature at- today that W. C. Adams of 1632
Mrs. Dewey D. (Addle Bell)
(Continued From Peas 1)
have done. This has a tendtractions on Wednesday even- Olive Street has joined the firm Crass was injured in the acthese hypothetical youths?
ency to connote "Second
ing beginning at 7:30. A number as a salesman.
cident that occurred about one will be given special attention,
Or is there a way to preclass status," he says, and
of first rate local bands proThe Agency invites all of Mr p.m. Monday on Highway 121, he said, adding that a large fropare them for college—perthe experience of the
mise to make this an enjoyable Adams friends and associates New Concord Road, about two zen foods department featuring
"week" program at the
haps even one of the nanight for the youngsters.
to contact him if they are con- miles south of Murray, accord- a complete assortment of pre- (Continued From Page One)
campuses of the City Unition's best universities?
The District 4-H and FFA sidering the purchase or sale of ing to Kentucky State Trooper pared dishes is planned.
versity of New York, far— - --The U.S. Command reported Mrs. Watson Roberts, the forJonathan Fanton. co-ordiDairy Show will be held at 10 real estate.
Ronald Anderson.
Parking will be provided for but one ground attack over- mer Yada Mae Riley, daughter
example, tend to bear him
nator of special educational
a.m. Thursday. All the youngout.
Mrs. Crass suffered lacerat- 600 cars in the large shopping night, a North Vietnamese of Mr. and Mrs. John Riley of
studies and programs at
sters will enjoy an afternoon of
ions and was admitted to the center area.
"When our graduates go
thrust that was beaten back by Murray, is one of two women
Yale University, believes a
fun on the many thrill rides on
Murray-Calloway County HospiExtensive studies of the U.S. 4th Infantry Division from Oak Ridge, Tenn., who
to college, they go as fullof
post
year
-high
solid
the midway as Thursday afterfledged students. I think
tal where she is liked in fair shopping habits and preferenc- trJ.Jps in the Central Highlands have been notified that they
school instruction can help
they do better acadetnieally
noon will be "Kiddies Day." All
condition this morning by the es of a community are made be- before dawn. Eleven Commun- have passed state requirethese youths achieve their
and adjust better socially."
rides will be reduced to half
hospital officials.
fore Kroger stores are built, Mr. ists, were killed One American ments and are now qualified
academic potential and
price for all under 16 years old.
Cars involved in the collision Hungerford explained. Piaith- died and four were wounded. to handle insurance in the argain them admission to a
TYP, which enrolls about I
Featured Thursday night at 7:30
were 1968 Plymouth driven by ing for a Kroger store starts
top-flight college.
50 students a year, awards
Military spokesmen described eas of property, vehicle physicountry
composite
will be a
The funeral for Mrs. John Ralph Lowell Dewessee of Hat- several months before construc- the latest round of shellings, cal damage, surety, and anal, — Fanton is a member of
a $2900 scholarship toward
music show. Headlining the fun- Buchanan of Dexter was held field, Ind., age 35, and a 1965 tion begins, he noted.
the administrative staff and
costs of $3400. Travel ex-'
' increased in intensity from the t2.
filled show will be Del Reeves, today at three p.m. at the Dex- Pontiac driven by Mrs. Crass
pfmses and incidentals are'
Shopping habits are influenc- previous day, as light. ScatThe former Murray woman, a teacher of history in the
Wendy Dawn, and The Osborn ter Church of Christ with Br2,4of Murray Route Five.
extra.
Transitional Year Program,
ed not cini/._ by iocatiop, but W:ed..grattee....shirsnishsnoiscross aisti Mrs., ,Parker Smailen atlocated at Yale. TYP is not
" -"Brothers.
"Trisiiper Anderien srud Mrl alsC.--hriersonal taste and by South Vietnam Tuesday killed tended a weeklong basic insurJohn L. Hicks officiating.
It's a drop in the bucket,
On Friday there will be the
compared with the used.
ance institute in Nashville, an integral part of Yale but
Pallbearers were Mack Tar- Crass was going north on Higis7the ,way of life followed by 61 Reds, they said.
its students have access to
Beef Cattle shows beginning at ry, Bill Garland, Legal Jackson, way 121 coming toward Murray shoppers.
B u t, in Fanton's opinion. 1
Abrams' sent four waves of Tenn., attending classes on the
its dining, recreational and
major expansion would de_10 a.m. and the Horse and Mule Obian Wyatt, Jackie Thorn, and when she made a left turn into
For example, suburban com- B52 bombers after the Commu- Vanderbilt campus prior to takfacilities.
library
They
audit
stroy its effectiveness. H. I
Pulling Contest at one o'clock Jim Pritchett. Interment was a private driveway and collided munities of young homeowners
nists in their bivouacs, three of ing the insurance examination. some Yale classes.
believes it would be far
In the afternoon. The Society in the Walker Cemetery in Hen- with the Dewessee car going enjoy outdoor cooking and in- them hitting 16
Mrs. Roberts has been with
to 20 miles
better for the program to
Horse Show will begin at 7 ry County, Tenn„ with the ar- south on 121 in the Dewessee formal entertaining, so products
THE
TYP
Smallen
students,
Realty
mostand
Insurance
s2uthwest of Da Nang. In that
be copied at scores, perp m. Friday in the show arena. rangements by the Max H. lane of traffic.
of this type would be popular. area Monday, a bus hit a mine in Oak Ridge for six years. Her ly members of minority - haps • hundreds, of colleges
groups
The 14 climes of the show will Churchill Funeral Home.
who
otherwise
Both cars were extensive*, Areas in which many apartment ind eight Vietnamese civilians husband is with the dispatching
rather than expanded to '
would not qualify for colbe judged under the American
Mrs. Buchanan, age 74, died damaged, according to Trooper dwellers holding full-time jobs were killed. Eight others suff- office at Y-12, Oak Ridge. They
mass proportions at a handand Tennessee Walking Horse Monday morning at the Murray- Anderson.
reside at 404 Valparadao Road, lege, spend one year on the
live need prepared dishes or ered wounds.
ful.
Yale
campus
in
New
Harules and regulations, according ealloway County Hospital. She
Oak
Ridge,
Other passengers in the car foods requiring little preparatTenn.
Smaller U.S. fighter-bombers
ven, C o n n., in intensive
to Mr. Thomas Banks, chairman. was the former Celia Gay, born with Dewessee were his wife, ion time. Large families would
caught a Communist unit in the
preparation .in key academThe last day will honor Farm in Tennessee on October 9, 18- Shirley Ann, age 31, their be extensive users of such items
open 35 miles northwest of Saiic areas—English, science,
Hospital Cleanup
Bureau members. The farm or- 94, to the late John Black Gay daughter, Vickye Renee, age as breakfast cereals, baby foods,
math, social sciences.
gon Monday and the pilots re- Well-Read Hungarians
Wins Award
ganization has planned a full and Rosie Elynor Bryant Gay. ten, and their son, Barry Joe, or teenage favorites such as
"We've proved to col'ported having killed 17 guerrBUDAPEST (UPI) program beginning at 10 a.m. She was a member of the Dex- uge seven. None of the Dewes- hot dogs, ground beef, or pizza.
MANILA (UPI) - The
leges --even places like
illas with their bombs and can- survey of Hungarian youth
Saturday.
Yale—that kids who don't
ter Church of Christ.
see family was injured. They
An interesting Kroger re- nonNational
Mental Hospital, once
shows that all read books, 97.5
Farmers, who are pulling en- Survivors are her husband, contacted relatives in Paducah search program conducted in
look good on paper often
known as a "snake pit" because
per
cent
read
newspapers,
92.1
really have it." Fanton said.
thusiasts, will gather to enjoy John Buchanan of Dexter; two who came to Murray to get them cooperation with the Reuben
of its congested /and unsanitary
per cent weekly periodicals and
In its first three years,
the tractor pulling contest at 11 daughters, Mrs. Joe Ed (Juanita) as their car was almost a total Donnelley Co. and Progressive Crib Death Study
conditions, has won an award as
cent
69.4
TYP
per
has
placed
magazines,
95
acper
cent
a.m. This event, open to re- Pritchett of Dexter and Mrs. loss, according to Trooper And- Grocer
compared
Magazine
the cleanest government hosPHILADELPHIA _411.1.PI)
of its graduates in colleges,
ddents of Calloway, Graves and Edwin (Eva) Freeland of Auro- erson.
shopping habits of various Mysterious crib deaths, which cording to the news agency MT1. among them
pital. Mrs. Imelda Marcos. the
Yale,
Harvard,
Of the book readers, 31.2
Marshall counties, and Henry ra; one sister, Mrs. Annis Brosgroups., of shoppers, such as plaim, 15,090 infants a year,
Philippines' First Lady, visited
per
eent
prefer
modern
novels,
young married or older, well- occur more frequently among
M I T, Brandeis, Princeton, the hospital last year and started
natunty, Tenn., is always enjoy- don of Mayfield; seven grandto-do families. It disclosed that Negro and poor families, a re- followed by -historical and bioRadcliffe, Columbia, Carne- a vigorous improvement drive.
Japanese Limit
able to watch. Saturday even- children.
graphical novels and travel
gie-Mellon and the UniverWhile all shoppers are learning
Phone Calls
ing the feature attraction will
port showed.
books. There was very little
to enjoy and buy more and betbe the Panomine University
TOKYO (UPI) • - Calls
A survey team at Temple interest in poetry.
NOW YOU KNOW
ter foods every year, certain
Band beginning at 8 p.m.
University School of Medicine
from pay telephones will be individual
food
preferences
do
This year there will be two by
United Press International limited to three minutes in carry throughout such groups. studied cases of 337 sudden
1969 automobiles given away.
The
Although the Republic of Japan starting Oct. 1.
Kroger tries to key its stores and unexpected deaths of in- Speedup
Chevy
II,
1960
The first oar, a
Haiti became independent in Diet (parliament) approved a bill as closely as possible to the fants over a three-year-period.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) will be presented to a lucky
1804, the. United States refused placing the limit on the na- shopping needs of the commun-A research project-',that took
fair-goer an Wednesday night
formal recognition of the Hai- tion's 350,000 public' tele- ity in which they are located,
and the second car, a 1969 Javemonths or years before the UniKentucky Fights
tian government until 1862, phones. At the end of three Mr. Hungerford said.
lin, will be given away on Satversity
of C.alifornia's Langley
Lung
Black
partly because of congressional minutes. a chime will sound
urday night. Stubs of tickets, opposition
Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute
from states in which and the circuit will disconnect
FRANKFORT, ky. (0111) - installed 'a computer can
which may be obtained from slavery
now be
was legal. The 58-year automatically. Of :course, the
Kentucky plans dust quality completed in between five minlocal merchants, Jaycees, or
period of nonrecognition is the caller can dial again for 10 yen
testing
in coal mines in an ef- utes and one and one-half days.
Fair Board members, should be
longest by any noncolonial pow- (2.7 cents).
fort health and mine officials
placed in the receptacles proMuch of the information on
hope will lead to control of every new admission within the
vided at the fair, throughout the
black lung and other respiratory past year has been computerized,
week. To win the car the wantFederal State Market News diseases.
ing ticket must be present at
replacing_ parts of the previous
Arizona has a total area of
There are about 240 mamService 7-8-69 Kentucky Par
Conducting the program will charts. The new system is used
the drawing.
mal species in Australia.
113,909 square miles.
chase Area Hog Market Report be the State Department of
primarily for epidemiological reIncludes 10 Buying Stations.
Health and the Department of search and planning services.
Receipts 1825 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 25 cents Lower; Sows, Mine.s and Minerals. Kentucky is
Steady, instances 50 cents low- the first state to initiate extensive research on black lung,
er.
US 2,3 200-240 lbs $25.25-25.75,
Andrew Johnson was the first
Few 1-2 $26.00;
By RAY BARTH
president whose early background
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.752525;
Written Especially for Central
was ribt military or legal.
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.25-24.75; Lung Cancer
Press and This Newspaper
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.7544.25;
A NEW STYLE of camping
NEW
YORK (UPI)
SOWS:
is on the rise in America.
The
American Cancer Society
US
1-2
2'70-350
lbs $20.75-21.50;
It is a style that couldn't
US 1-3 300-560 lbs 52000-20.75; reports that 21 million Americare less whether campgrounds
US 2-3 450-650 lbs 519.00-20.00 cans quit smoking in 1968 but
fill up at noon or still are miles
that lung cancer cases are
away at dusk.
"alarmingly increasing."
"Camp" is where the camper
is when he needs to rest.
Factors that influence the
In the West on busy route
-strength' isrf wood are moisture
US 66, families pull up for the
content, size, number and loca,About 95 per' eent'of Arnight like wagon trains.
tion of knots, crossgrain and gentina's population is Roman
Since 111811
Wailed away at Yellowstone's
checks.
Catholic.
overcrowded campgrounds, they
choose a place by Old Faithful
and get a relaxed view of the
BUILDERS OF FINE
geyser that, like the Taj MaMEMORIALS
hal, is most beautiful by moonPorter White light.
At Niagara Falls, seeure in
111 Maple St. 753-2512
their beds in parking lots,
campers are lulled by the
ceaseless muffled roar, and, on
the Canadian side, cooled by the
spray.
On 42nd Street in Manhattan,
campers have been known- to
rough it at eurfeside with
doormen
apartment
house
standing all-night watch.
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There's New Style in Camping, Too
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THIS new thing, the whole
U.S. as an instant campground.
owes its impressive rise to the
self-containel camping vehicles
now favore‘by 78 per cent of
For solf-anclosad campers, a highway
all camping families.
. In 1968 there were 2 milwayside is an instant campground.
st lion recreational vehicles on the
.Thus
a
camping
family -often vats campgrounds climb to $3
road and by 1980. according to
es no more demand on Use a night and higher.
projectien. there wtil
d than space to park overInstant camping adds hours
Million.
night":
and even days to a vacation
Because campsites are not in• ,J •
trip by reducing the "down"
creasing nearly that fast. "inRecognizing this', -rViscongla, tima-ot-Linding_and setting up
stant camping" is bound to among other states. has prn- a camp
grow
vided 300 highway waysides, , Dismayed, in the past, when
But what could be an intol- , some with wateig and toilets, campgrounds were full or farerable situation in instant litter • picnic tables and grills.
ther away than they reckoned,
,
is eased by the capaeity of • These red carpets orlilack- many families Tiaite freed
camping vehicles for carrying top are -instant and free -- a themselves of this worry by
their wastes until suitable Ms- point not overlooked - by camp- Camping where they are, when
rosislfacilities are available.
ers as fees for state and pri- they're ready.
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